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Notes to Catalogue 158
It has been many years since I have produced one of these catalogues of speech pamphlets.  These 
were typically produced shortly after Churchill made a speech, and often cheaply made on news-
print or other cheap paper. They were not the sort of thing collectors would put on their shelves 
next to first editions. The result is a very low survival rate for all but the most prolific.    

 The internet has only served to confirm the scarcity of these items. I spend several hours daily 
searching and have watched Ebay continuously for 18 years, and have seen very few of these items. 
A lot of the better items have come from collections I have acquired over the years, the largest be-
ing that of Michael Wybrow. Most of the old time collections which were started in the 1940’s and 
50’s have now been sold off, and the best items in the legendary Cahn collection have unfortunately 
gone to a library, where they are lost forever to collectors. Some of the best pamphlets from my 
Catalogue 109 (back in 2005) have now come back to me in the two large collections I have had in 
over the past few years.

This is the largest catalogue of Churchill pamphlets I have produced. Nearly everything is offered at 
well below current market prices, sometimes  half or less of other offerings. 

NEW WEBSITE with really BIG images
The new upgraded WSCBOOKS.COM should be operational by the time you read this. I will be 
uploading all of the items in this catalogue to the website. You can search and view them with all of 
the listings having very large (1200 x 1600)  images and in some cases multiple images. 

Scarce and Rare  What do they mean?

These two terms have been much overused. Back in the last century, I attended the rare book 
school at Colorado College.  The consensus amongst the professionals was that a “scarce” item 
was something that appeared on the market about once a year, whereas “rare” was something 
that appeared once every five years or less. Most of these pamphlets were published in England, 
so US dealers have little idea what is seen over there. You may see some ephemeral items such 
as  Pictures of the Prime Minister’s Big Trip described as rare, but in fact this was something I saw 
regularly in London and still see on Ebay. I have 6 in stock, which makes it far from rare.

Thus, I have deliberately refrained from overusing these terms in the descriptions herein. The 
fact that they have not been on the market in years should tell you all you need to know.  The 
most difficult to find are those pamphlets from before 1939. The only ones with any sort of 
survival rate are those published by the Liberal Party from 1904-1915, and preserved in bound 
volumes of pamphlets.  A selection of these were offered at Sotheby’s in December 2002, 
and realised prices ranging from £358.00-£1900.00, which at then current rates works out to 
$690.00-$3650.00. A selection of these Liberal pamphlets is offered at prices well below these 
auction results or other current offerings. 

A good way to judge the rarity is to examine my own records. I have now recorded over 36,000 
Churchill purchases in the past 28 years. I note 66 copies of the first edition (1898) of Malakand 
Field Force, but only a single copy of The New Commonwealth (see item 57), two copies of One 
Continent Redeemed (see item 93), and only a single copy of the 1943 Speech on House of Com-
mons Rebuilding (see item 175)
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1 Tory M.P.’s on Mr. Brodrick's Army Corps
Scheme

Bound in Pamphlets and Leaflets 1903, Liberal Publications Dept.,
1904. 4 page pamphlet publishes two excerpts from Churchill's 24
Feb 03 speech along with similar extracts from other Tories. Not in
Woods, Cohen D1/1. is is the normal series binding in olive 
green cloth with black leather spine. e bound volume also 
contains an extract from a 28 May 03 Speech in a pamphlet entitled
Preferential Tariffs.  Pamphlets fine, leather spine worn on edges.  
$150.00

2 e Issues at Stake

London, Liberal Publications, 1904. is 20 page pamphlet 
publishes speeches by Motley and Churchill at the Free Trade Hall
in Manchester on 13th May, 1904.  Woods Db25, Cohen D8.  
is copy bound in half red  leather over marbled paper boards. 
Pamphlet in fine condition. Scarce pamphlet, I have only had 2 of 
these in 28 years. $250.00

3 Why I am a Free Trader (Coming Men on
Coming Questions)

Not stated, but clearly Review of Reviews, 1905. is pamphlet 
was initially published as a stand alone pamphlet, and then 
subsequently bound in book form. is copy appears to be 
disbound from the book, as it lacks the outer wraps with a 
Churchill photo. e pamphlet is Woods A7/i, Cohen A15, the 
book is Woods B2, Cohen B3. Left edges rough from disbinding, 
tears at bottom of front page. $2500.00

4 Coming Men on Coming Questions (Why I
am a Free Trader)

Review of Reviews, London, 1905. is book is a bound up version
of the 26 pamphlets by the coming men. No. 1 is “Why I am a Free
Trader” by Churchill (see Woods A15). e publisher produced 
the set of 26 bound in hardcover. Woods B2, Cohen has the single
pamphlet as A15, the bound up volume as B3.  is copy bound in
half leather over green boards. A prior owner has written out a list 
of the pamphlets on the endpapers. e front cover is detached but
present. is is likely a non publisher binding as it differs from 
others I have had, but Cohen makes no mention of the binding. 
e Churchill pamphlet includes the 3 page bio by the editor.
$3000.00

5 Twenty Sixth Annual Meeting of the
National Liberal Federation

Liberal Publications Dept., London, 1904. is 108 page pamphlet
publsihed Churchill's speech of 13 May 1904, in response to John
Motley's speech at the Manchester meeting.  Cohen D6. is is the
RPH copy from Cohen, acquired at the 1997 dispersal of the 
Hastings collection by Christie's.  Disbound from 1904 pamphlets
with binding remnants adhering. $50.00

6 e Ninth Year of Tory Government

Liberal Publications Dept., London, 1904. is 74 plus vi page 
pamphlet publishes Churchill's speech of 2 August 1904 in the 
form of a foreword on p. ii, the verso of the tile opage, or front 
cover. Cohen D7. is is the RPH copy from Cohen, acquired at 
the 1997 dispersal of the Hastings collection by Christie's.  
Disbound from 1904 pamphlets with binding remnants adhering. 
$50.00

7 National Demonstration in Favour of  Land
& Housing Reform

London, Liberal Publications, 1907. Report of speeches by PM 
Campbell-Bannerman, Earl Carrington, and Churchill, whose 
speech was made at a mass meeting in the Drury Lane eatre on 
April 20th, 1907.  Size 5 x 8 inches, 20 pages. Woods A10, Cohen
D11  Clean disbound copy, fold in outer wrap partly split. e last
one of these I saw actually sold went for £478 ($900) at Sothebys in
2002.  $250.00

8 THE GREAT PREFERENCE DEBATE
at the Imperial Conference 1907.

e Planet, London, 1907. 194 pages of speeches and counter 
speeches by Asquith, Churchill, Lloyd George, etc.  Orange wraps.
Woods Db25/2, Cohen D12. Slight wear on spine, faint oval stamp
on cover, binding firm. I have not offered one of these in 10 years.
$100.00

9 National Demonstration in Favour of  Land
& Housing Reform In Bound volume 1907

, Liberal Publications Dept., London, 1908. is hardcover volume
binds together a number of pamphlets and leaflets for handy 
reference for the party faithful. is is the normal series binding in
olive green cloth with black leather spine. Report of speeches by 
PM Campbell-Bannerman, Earl Carrington, and Churchill, whose
speech was made at a mass meeting in the Drury Lane eatre on 
April 20th, 1907.Woods A10, Cohen D11 Pamphlet unworn, 
binding firm, leather spine well worn.  $300.00

10 e All-Red Route

No publishing details, likely Ireland, 1908. Deputation to the 
President of the Board of Trade ( e Rt. Hon. Winston Churchill,
M.P.) in support of the inclusion of Ireland in that route on...22nd
June 1908. A speech by Dr. Robert Ambrose,in which he pleads for
the inclusion of Ireland in the All-Empire shipping route. 24 pp, 
red wraps. Not in Woods. is copy unworn , but rusty staples. 
$25.00
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11 Liberalism and Socialism

London, Liberal Publications, 1908. is publishes Churchill’s 
speech defining the difference between Liberalism and Socialism in
Dundee on May 4th, 1908.  Size 5 x 8 inches, 20 pages. Woods 
A13, Cohen A24.  Clean bright copy from a bound volume, small 
tear on top edge. $250.00

12 Liberalism and Socialism, bound in
Pamphlets and Leaflets for 1908

Liberal Publications Dept., London, 1909. is hardcover volume
binds together a number of pamphlets and leaflets for handy 
reference for the party faithful. is is the less common alternative
binding in gray and dark red. Woods A13, Cohen A24.  e 4 page
leaflet of Churchill's speech is clean and unmarked. e cloth 
binding shows wear on edges and corners.  $300.00

13 Liberalism and Socialism, bound in
Pamphlets and Leaflets for 1908

Liberal Publications Dept., London, 1909. is hardcover volume
binds together a number of pamphlets and leaflets for handy 
reference for the party faithful. is is the normal series binding in
olive green cloth with black leather spine. Woods A13, Cohen A24.
Pamphlet fine, binding tight, black leather spine rubbed at ends. 
is copy acquired from a now defunct ABA dealer in Lancashire.
$325.00

14 e Gospel of Socialism

Dundee, John Leng, n.d. about 1908. is scarce 32 page 
pamphlet features an introduction by Churchill “:A Foreword on 
Socialism”. Front wrap printed in red and black with strong image.
5.75 x 8.5 ins.  is copy has ink writing on the front cover. One 
of the very scarcest books from section B. $600.00

15 e Menace of Land Monopoly

Melbourne, Free Trade and Land Values League, 1909. Here is 
thoriginal 4 page leaflet 1909. Woods A14b, Cohen A28.2.  e 
acidic paper is crumbling on this copy and there are numerous 
pieces gone. the remains are in a plastic bag.  $50.00

16 e Menace of Land Monopoly

Melbourne, Henry George Foundation, 1941. Wartime reprint of
Churchill’s speech at the King’s eatre Edinburgh on July 17, 
1909, and in the House on May 9, 1909.  16 pages plus pale green
paper covers, oval portrait of Churchill on front. Woods A14c, 
Cohen A140.1.a.  Front cover still mostly green, some sunning near
edges; rear cover severely wrinkled. $100.00

17 On Human Rights

Melbourne, Henry George Foundation, 1942. is is a new title 
for e Menace of Land Monopoly, Churchill’s speech at the 
King’s eatre Edinburgh on July 17, 1909. See Woods p. 43. 16 
pages plus cream card covers. About 5 x 7 inches.  Cohen A140.2 
Crisp bright unused copy. First page has stamp of the foundation. 
$50.00

18 On Human Rights

Melbourne, Henry George Foundation, 1942. is is a new title 
for e Menace of Land Monopoly, Churchill’s speech at the 
King’s eatre Edinburgh on July 17, 1909. 16 pages plus cream 
card covers. About 5 x 7 inches. Fine fresh unmarked example.  
$50.00

19 What a 10 per cent tax on imports really
means

London, Hodder & Stoughton, nd (1910). is 4 page leaflet is 
Free Trade league no. 19. is title is mentioned  on p. ii of the 
wrappers of e People’s Rights. Woods states “ere is however, 
no proof that this was ever published. I have been unable to trace 
any copy of it and have, further, completely failed to find any 
reference to it anywhere else. e publishers’ ledgers do not 
mention it.” Even the legendary Cahn collection lacked this. Cohen
saw this copy in the Wybrow collection and added it in the 
addenda as A30/1.  Paper browned , holes along left edge indicate it
has been disbound, thus accounting for its survival. is is the only
known copy. $5000.00

20 Mr. Churchill on the Peers

London, Liberal Publications, 1910. is publishes Churchill’s 
letter to his constituents stating his opposition to the veto power of
the Lords. Size 5 x 8 inches, 2 pages. Woods A18, Cohen A33.1.  
is copy disbound with uneven left edge. $200.00
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21 Mr. Churchill on the Peers in Liberal
Pamphlets 1910

Liberal Publications Dept., London, 1911. is hardcover volume
binds together a number of pamphlets and leaflets for handy 
reference for the party faithful. is is the normal series binding in
olive green cloth with black leather spine. Woods A18, Cohen 
A33.1.  Pamphlet is unworn, black leather spine rubbed and worn.
$250.00

22 Churchill Said

e Scottish National Congress (1918). is is a single sheet leaflet
in which a 1911 quote from a speech by Churchill in Dundee is 
used to promote the idea of a Scottish Parliamnet. Cohen has 
identified three different versions with slight differences, mostly in 
the publisher details. is is Cohen A49.3, published by the 
Scottish National Congress. is from the Hastings collection 
(RPH in Cohen)  Clean attractive example, a tiny nick along top 
edge, no foxing. $75.00

23 Home Rule in a Nutshell

London, e Daily Chronicle, n.d. about 1912. A small book of 96
pages bound in wraps, 4 x 5.5 inches. Later editions, such as this 
fourth, include an introduction of 4 pages by Churchill, then First
Lord of the Admiralty. Book crisp and unworn, paper tanned as 
usual. Includes the illustrated card envelope in which Wybrow 
bought this in 31962 with 6d of stamps on it. $250.00

24 Home Rule in a Nutshell

London, e Daily Chronicle, n.d. about 1912. A small book of 96
pages bound in wraps, 4 x 5.5 inches. Later editions, such as this 
third ed., include an introduction of 4 pages by Churchill, then 
First Lord of the Admiralty. Binding firm, staples rusty, contents 
clean, some corners folded, covers have scattered spots. $120.00

25 Home Rule in a Nutshell

London, e Daily Chronicle, n.d. about 1912. A small book of 96
pages bound in wraps, 4 x 5.5 inches. is 3rd edition is the first to
include an introduction of 4 pages by Churchill, then First Lord of
the Admiralty. Woods B5, Cohen B10 Binding firm, paper 
browned as you would expect. e covers are toned toward the 
bound edge. is toning continues within the text. Lower corner of
rear cover gone, staples very rusty. $50.00

26 Irish Home Rule

London, Liberal Publications, 1912. is publishes Churchill’s 
controversial speech at Belfast on February 8th, 1912. Size 5 x 8 
inches, 16 pages.  Woods A20a, Cohen A35.1.  Clean copy from 
bound volume. e last one of these I saw went for £896.00 
($1700.00) at Sothebys in 2002. $600.00

27 Irish Home Rule, e Liberal Government
and Naval Policy, and Foreign Policy. ree

Liberal Publications Department, London, 1913. ree Churchill
pamphlets in bound volume of 1912 Liberal Pamphlets and 
Leaflets. is hardcover volume binds together a number of 
pamphlets and leaflets for handy reference for the party faithful. 
is is the normal series binding in olive green cloth with black 
leather spine. ree pamphlets are Cohen A36.1, A37, D24. is is
a trifecta, all bound in the same volume. Pamphlets unworn, 
binding has slight wear on leather spine.  $1250.00

28 e Liberal Government and Naval Policy

London, Liberal Publications, 1912. is publishes Churchill’s 
speech as First Lord of the Admiralty to the House of Commons on
March 18th, 1912, in which he lays out the Navy Estimates, in 
effect his proposed budget. Size 5 x 8 inches, 24` pages. Woods 
A21, Cohen A37. A clean bright disbound copy, presented in a 
burgundy cloth chemise within a quarter bound morocco fold back
box with gilt titling. I last saw one of these sell for £600 ($1200) at
auction in 2002, and that was without the presentation box. 
$600.00

29 General Election 1910 Set of Leaflets

London, Liberal Publications, 1910. is booklet consists of about
100 political pamphlets produced by the Liberal Party, all bound 
together with paper covers.  It includes two pamphlets by Churchill
" Mr. Churchill on the Peers"  (Woods A18/ Cohen A33) and 
"Liberalism and Socialism" (Woods A13/ Cohen A24). Size 5.5 x 
8.5 inches, about a half inch thick. It is interesting to note that this
publication does NOT have numbers in the top corners of the 
leaflets as do the normal bound volumes of yearly Liberal 
publications. I see no reference to this anywhere on Cohen or any 
place else other than my Catlogue 109.  is copy well preserved as
It comes in an ugly fur covered slipcase. $500.00

30 Speech by the First Lord of the Admiralty on
Navy Estimates March 18th, 1912

HMSO, 1912. Here is a very old, very scarce speech pamphlet from
1912. Woods and Coihen both note a Liberal Pubs version, 
(A21/A37) but make no mention of this from HMSO. I have no 
record of any dealer ever offering this pamphlet. 16 pages, 6.5 x 9.5
inches in paper wraps. is copy soiled and edgeworn.  $750.00
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31 e Liberal Government and Naval Policy

London, Liberal Publications, 1912. is publishes Churchill’s 
speech as First Lord of the Admiralty to the House of Commons on
March 18th, 1912, in which he lays out the Navy Estimates, in 
effect his proposed budget. Size 5 x 8 inches, 24` pages. Cohen 
A21, Cohen A37. is copy bound in half red  leather over 
marbled paper boards. Pamphlet in fine condition. $500.00

32 Foreign Policy

London, Liberal Publications, 1912. A series of extracts from 
Ministerial Speeches and Declarations on Foreign Affairs. Includes
2 full pages of Churchill’s speech at Sheffield on October 30, 1912,
speaking on the situation in Europe. 5 x 8 inches, Woods Db30, 
Cohen D24. Clean copy, from bound volume. A copy of this was 
bid to £537.00 ($1032.00) at Sothebys in 2002.  $175.00

33 Duke of Marlborough: e Land, An open
letter to his Cousin, Winston S. Churchill.

Daily Mail, nd (1913). 4 x 8 ins, 24 pp, plus card wraps. Reprinted
from the Daily Mail (1913) talks about landlords, tenants, the 
agrarian problem.  Covers browned overall. upper corner of first 
page torn. $25.00

34 e Tories and the Army

London, Liberal Publications, 1914. is political pamphlet 
reprints part of Churchill’s speech delivered in the House on March
14th, 1914.  Size 5 x 8 inches, 8 pages. Woods A23, Cohen A43. 
Clean unworn copy from a bound volume. $200.00

35 e Tories and the Army

London, Liberal Publications, 1914. is political pamphlet 
reprints part of Churchill’s speech delivered in the House on March
14th, 1914.  Size 5 x 8 inches, 8 pages. Woods A23, Cohen A43. 
is copy bound in half red  leather over marbled paper boards. 
Pamphlet in fine condition. Note that the usual number in upper 
corner is not present.  $250.00

36 e Tories and the Army in Liberal
Pamphlets 1914

Liberal Publications Dept., London, 1915. is hardcover volume
binds together a number of pamphlets and leaflets for handy 
reference for the party faithful. is is the normal series binding in
olive green cloth with black leather spine. Woods A23, Cohen A43.
Pamphlet unworn, binding firm, leather spine shows some wear. 
$250.00

37 La Guerra, speeches by Churchill, Kitchner,
Lloyd George

omas Nelson, Paris, nd (1914?). is pamphlet, published in 
Paris, by an English publisher, with text in Italian. Publishes 
speeches by 3 British leaders regarding the war. e Churchill 
speech is from 27 Nov., 1914. ere is no known pamphlet of this
speech in English, but it is in vol. III of Rhodes James. Grey card 
covers, 24 pages. Very scarce, not mentioned in Woods or Cohen. 
Some wear and small black stain on rear cover, the first page is well
foxed. $100.00

38 Navy Estimates in the Great War, bound in
Pamphlets and Leaflets for 1915-1918

Liberal Publications Dept., London, 1919. is hardcover volume
binds together a number of pamphlets and leaflets for handy 
reference for the party faithful. is is the normal series binding in
olive green cloth with black leather spine. Woods A24, Cohen A45.
Pamphlet unworn as expected, binding clean and unworn, gilt very
shiny.  $275.00

39 Navy Estimates in the Great War

London, Liberal Publications, 1915. is publishes Churchill’s 
speech as First Lord of the admiralty to the House of Commons on
February 15th, 1915. Size 5 x 8 inches, 20 pages. Woods A24, 
Cohen A45. A clean fresh disbound copy.  $200.00

40 Anvers, Histoire du siege et de la chute de la
Place

Zeist, Ecole du Travail, nd (1916). is scarce pamphlet translates
Churchill’s articles on the fall of Antwerp from the Sunday Pictorial
of 19 and 26 November 1916 (see Woods C49-50) into French 
and publishes them as a separate work. 20 pages plus grey paper 
covers, 5 x 8 inches. Not in Woods. Cohen A47/1 VG copy, some 
faint browning on covers. is is the only copy I have seen or heard
of. $250.00
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41 War Speeches by British Ministers 1914
-1916

London, T. Fisher Unwin, 1917. 376 pages, green paper covers. 
Includes two speeches by Churchill: 27 Nov. 1914 on  the Naval 
Situation and 15 Feb. 1915 on  the Navy again. Woods Db35/1, 
Cohen D32.  Paper covers worn and partly faded. Binding tight, 
contents clean, front cover barely hanging on. $25.00

42 Munitions of War Tribunals

HMSO, 1917. is 2 page leaflet published 1917 by HMSO. It is
Command pamphlet 8716 and is issued under the name of the 
Minster of Munitions Winston S. Churchill. Not listed in Woods 
or Cohen.  Prior folds visible, some edge wrinkle. $40.00

43 e Winstonburg Line by Osbert Sitwell

Lnndon, Hendersons, (1919). A 20 page pamphlet in orange wraps,
which publishes 3 highly critical newspapers articles (verses) on 
Churchill. Caricature on cover and title page. Scarce. Zoller Z8. 
is is sitwell’s first published work, so highly collectible from that
aspect. Card covers have good colour, minor wrinkling on edges, 
light soiling. Contents unopened, clean.  $100.00

44 e Great War Ulster Greets her Brave &
faithful sons, remembers her glorious dead

Belfast, W & G Baird, 1919. Softcover, 126 pages, includes photos
and official statements from various units, also a few greetings from
leaders including one from Churchill on p. 125. Not In Woods, 
Cohen B19. Binding tight, covers dirty but all there. the only copy
I have ever seen. $35.00

45 Shall We Commit Suicide?

NY, Eilert Printing Co., 1924. is tall slim pamphlet publishes 
Churchill’s article on the horror of future war that first appeared in
Nash’s Pall Mall of September 1924. Size 3.5 x 8 inches, 12 pages.
Woods A33, Cohen A74.2 second issue. Clean crisp copy with 
shiny staples. No names, one faint spot on front cover, contents 
unmarked. Truly fine.
 $350.00

46 Shall We Commit Suicide?

NY, Eilert Printing Co., 1924. is tall slim pamphlet publishes 
Churchill’s article on the horror of future war which first appeared 
in Nash’s Pall mall of September 1924. Size 3.5 x 8 inches, 12 
pages. Woods A33, Cohen A74.  Some foxing on cover and 
creasing at the top corner. is copy differs slightly from the Cohen
description, having a decorative box on front, not just thick and 
thin rule. $450.00

47 Shall We Commit Suicide?

NY, Eilert Printing Co., 1924. is tall slim pamphlet publishes 
Churchill’s article on the horror of future war which first appeared 
in Nash’s Pall mall of September 1924. Conforms to the second 
issue description in Cohen having an un-hyphenated destructive. 
Size 3.5 x 8 inches, 12 pages. Woods A33, Cohen A74.2. is copy
tight and unworn,but 3 hole punched on nleft side. $250.00

48 Shall We Commit Suicide?

International Churchill Societies, NH, 1994. is modern 
facsimile reprint published by Langworth and ICS adds burgundy 
card covers and a brief introductory note.3.7 x 8.2 ins.  Contents 
just as the 1924 original. Now long out of print.  Fine unused  
$20.00

49 e General Strike

London, Conservative Party, 1926. Subtiled: Extracts from 
Speeches by the Prime Minister and Mr. Winston Churchill, House
of Commons, May 3rd, 1926. is pamphlet of 16 pages has no 
indication of publisher. 16 pages, 5.5 x 8.25 ins, self wraps. Woods
Db41, Cohen D51. Scarce.  Paper clean, minor rust on staples, two
faint horizontal folds. $125.00

50 French War Debt

London, HMSO, 1926. Agreement for the Settlement of the War 
debt of France to Great Britain. With an Exchange of Letters 
between the Chancellor of the Exchequer (Churchill) and the 
French Minister of Finance. is is Cmd. 2692, Not in Woods, 
Cohen F30 8 pages including paper covers. is copy from the 
Ministry of Labour with a faint stamp and  some numbers on the 
cover, also a small hole for filing. $20.00
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51 Parliamentary Government & the Economic
Problem

Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1930. An important item which 
publishes e Romanes Lecture for 1930, delivered by Churchill 
on 19 June 1930 in the Sheldonian eatre, Oxford. 20 pages, 
bound in grey card covers printed in green. Woods A36, Cohen 
A90.  e original paper covers are tanned and frayed along the 
overhanging edges. ere is a faint vertical fold down the center of 
the pamphlet. $75.00

52 Parliamentary Government & the Economic
Problem

Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1930. An important item which 
publishes e Romanes Lecture for 1930, delivered by Churchill 
on 19 June 1930 in the Sheldonian eatre, Oxford. 20 pages, 
bound in grey card covers printed in green. Woods A36, Cohen 
A90.  e paper covers are well worn, tanned, and detached, but 
contents very clean. $50.00

53 Parliamentary Government & the Economic
Problem

Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1930. is is a typescript copy of the 
Romanes lecture for 1930, delivered by Churchill on 19 June 1930
in the Sheldonian eatre, Oxford. It has been printed by a 
duplicating machine on 9 x 14 inch paper and stapled at the left 
margin. 10 pages.  Staples rusted, paper browned. $30.00

54 I Escape (excerpt from My Early LIfe)

. A 32 page pamphlet in blue green card covers. It reprints only 
chapters XXI and XXII from My Early Life. It credist the author 
and publisher, Macmillan, but offers no clues as to why or by 
whom it was produced. Cohen A170  Covers wrinkled and showing
browning towards fold. Contents clean. Truly scarce. $200.00

55 Charles IXth Duke of Marlborough

London, Burns Oates & Washbourne, 1934. is small pamphlet
published tributes upon the death of the Duke by his cousin 
Winston Churchill, and by C.C. Martindale. 20 pages, grey card 
covers, 5.25 x 7.25 inches. Woods B23, Cohen A98. Fine unused 
copy. $50.00

56 Lest we forget: e Ex-Services Welare
Society

. is 4 page leaflet is about 5.5 x 8 inches. It seeks support for this
group which helps shell-shocked vets. e last page publishes 
Churchill's speech of 19th March 1934 on this subject. Not in 
Woods or Cohen.  VG, has horizontal fold. $35.00

57 e New Commonwealth

London, e New Commonwealth, 1936. Speech delivered by e
Rt. Hon. Winston S. Churchill at a luncheon at the Dorchester 
Hotel, London November 25th, 1936. Churchill discusses the need
for an international court with some clout to this group dedicated 
to this idea. 12 pages plus cream card covers. 5.5 x 8.5 inches. 
Woods A42, Cohen A103.  is copy slightly browned near edges 
and fold in cover partly cracked. I have never seen another copy 
offered anywhere else. I originally acquired this in London in 2004
and it has now come back to find a new owner $500.00

58 Out of eir Own Mouths...

Labour Publications Dept., London, nd (1938). is political 
pamphlet from the Labour Party quotes the words of various Tory
Ministers made before Hitler invaded Czechoslovakia in 1938. 
ose quoted include Eden, Amery, Churchill etc. A scarce 
pamphlet not mentioned in Woods or Cohen. Unworn, but stained
by rusty staples. $35.00

59 e Fighting Line, Two Speeches on the
Army

Macmillan & Co., London, 1916. Publishes Churchill's speeches of
May 23 and May 31, 1916. 32 pages. 5.25 x 8.25 ins. Woods A25,
Cohen A46.   is copy has some numbers marked on front and 
appears to be disbound and restapled. Cohen shows no copies in 
private collections. is is the only copy I have seen or heard about.
$500.00

60 Ten Weeks of War

. is 4 page pamphlet publishes Churchill’s address as First Lord 
of the Admiralty which was broadcast on November 12th, 1939. It
states “reprinted from e Listener” but no publisher is stated. Not
in Woods or Cohen.  A few scattered spots and a small crack in the
edge of back page. Trukly scarce. I acquired this in 2001 at a 
London bookfair.  $400.00
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61 Navy Estimates: Statement by the Rt. Hon.
Winston Churchill on  27th February, 1940.

London, MOI, 1940. Churchill speaks here as First Lord of the 
Admiralty. 8 pages, 6.5 x 10 inches, on cheap paper. Woods A51, 
Cohen A117.  Superb clean unworn condition. $500.00

62 British War Aims

. A collection of Extracts from Speeches delivered by H.M. 
Ministers in the United Kingdom between 3rd September, 1939, 
and 31st march, 1940. No publisher noted, but likely Ministry of 
Information. 48 pages including paper wraps, 6 x 9.5 inches. 
Includes Churchill’s speech in the House of Commons on the first
day of the War, 3rd September, 1939. Not in Woods, Cohen D73.
Clean, crisp, no wear or stains. $35.00

63 Conquer We Shall

London, Ministry of Information, 1940. is pamphlet publishes
Churchill’s broadcast speech of May 19th, 1940, his first speech as
Prime Minister, best known for “Arm yourselves, and be Ye men of
valour”. Single sheet folded to make a 4 page leaflet, just over 5 x 8
inches. Woods A54, Cohen A121.  Very clean, with a hint of 
corner crease. $150.00

64 Winston Spencer Churchill  Speech of June
4, 1940

Los Angeles, Press at the Gatehouse, 1964. A really tiny miniature 
book, about 1.5 inches tall, bound in red leather “CHURCHILL”
on its spine in gold. Not the whole speech, just the key phrases. 
Woods A55b, Cohen A124.3. Cohen estimates only 100 copies 
printed. Fine unworn book. $150.00

65 Speech by e Prime Ministe Mr. Winston
Churchill  June 4, 1940

Leeds, Northern Educational Press, 1971. is is a reprint done in
1971 (Woods says 1972 but is incorrect) 8 pages bound in grey 
paper covers printed dark red in the style of A60a. Woods A55c, 
Cohen A124.4.  Here is a special copy, extra fine condition, comes
with an exchange of letters between the publisher and Dal 
Newfield, the original specialist Churchill dealer, asking about 
quantity prices. $120.00

66 Speech by e Prime Ministe Mr. Winston
Churchill  June 4, 1940

Leeds, Northern Educational Press, 1971. is is a reprint done in
1971 (Woods says 1972 but is incorrect) 8 pages bound in gray 
paper covers printed dark red in the style of A60a. Woods A55c, 
Cohen A124.4.  Clean bright copy. is is the RPH copy 
mentioned in Cohen, acquired at Christies in 1997. $75.00

67 Address by e Prime Minister Mr.
Winston Churchill  June 18, 1940

New York, British Library of Information, 1940. Perhaps the most
sought in a series of similar speech pamphlets published by the 
British Library of Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 
inches, have three vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms
at the top. is is the well known speech after the fall of France 
which included “is was their finest hour”. 8 pages. Woods A56,
Cohen A125.  Fine clean copy, staples shiny, no markings.  
$200.00

68 Speech Broadcast by e Prime Minister
Mr. Winston Churchill July 14, 1940

New York, British Library of Information, 1940. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes the well known speech on e War of the Unknown
Warriors. 4 pages. Clean pamphlet, paper white, no markings, 
minor wrinkle along edges $150.00

69 Parliamentary Debates 13 August   1940

. is is the Hansard issue which publishes Churchill's brief 
statement to the House on the airplane crash in Australia that killed
a number of cabinet ministers, blue paper covers. Staples rusty, 
contents clean. $6.00

70 A Speech by the Prime Minister August
20th, 1940

London, MOI, 1940. in the House of Commons . is is the 
famous speech on “e Few”. Concludes with Churchill's 
comments on  Anglo-American joint affairs "Like the Mississippi, it
just keeps rolling along. Let it roll."  6 x 9.5 inches, 16 pages, 
bound in grey or buff card covers. Woods A60a, Cohen A131.1, 
PMM 424.  Gray covers, heavily spotted, as are the first and last 
pages. Small loss at top corner of cover. $75.00
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71 A Speech by the Prime Minister August
20th, 1940

London, MOI, 1940. in the House of Commons . is is the 
famous speech on “e Few”. Concludes with Churchill's 
comments on  Anglo-American joint affairs "Like the Mississippi, it
just keeps rolling along. Let it roll."  6 x 9.5 inches, 16 pages, 
bound in grey or buff card covers. Woods A60a, Cohen A131.1, 
PMM 424.  Buff card covers with rusty staples, split starting at 
bottom of fold, some rubbing and creasing. $200.00

72 Parliamentary Debates 20 August 1940

London, HMSO, 1940. is is the Hansard issue which publishes
Churchill's statement to the House on the War Situation of this 
date, 180 columns, blue paper covers. is is the first appearance of
one of Churchill's best known speeches in which he refers to  how
much is owed "so few" , and concludes with his comment on US 
relations, "Like the Mississippi, Let it Roll...." e back and forth 
discussions with other members following the speech are 
fascinating. e later individual issue by HMSO now regularly sells
in NYC for over a grand. is is far scarcer.  Usual rust around 
staples, some toning on covers. $150.00

73 Britain’s Strength, Spech Broadcast by
Winston Churchill August 20, 1940

New York, British Library of Information, 1940. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. is on still 6 x 9 inches, but text 
commences on front page, with title at head of page. is is a much
scarcer edition of the famous speech on “e Few”. 8 pages.  owner
name and date in top corner, tear in left edge of front cover. 
$100.00

74 Britain’s Strength, Speech Broadcast by
Winston Churchill August 20, 1940

New York, British Library of Information, 1940. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. is oen still 6 x 9 inches, but text 
commences on front page, with title at head of page. is is a much
scarcer edition of the famous speech on “e Few”. 8 pages. Woods
A60b, Cohen A131.2.  Clean crisp copy, no stains, no foxing, 
staples clean. $150.00

75 Britain Champion of the World's Liberties

Dept. of Information, 1940. Publishes the full text of the speech by
the Prime Minister Mr. Winston Churchill in the House of 
Commons on August 20th, 1940. Same speech as the very common
A60a, but a very different issue. smaller, on newsprint, only 8 
pages, small type. Issued by Dept. of Information, Australia.  not in
Woods, Cohen A131.3 Paper browned, edge tears, partial split in 
spine. easily the scarcest of "the Few" speech printings.  $40.00

76 Parliamentary Debates 5 September 1940

London, HMSO, 1940. is is the Hansard issue which publishes
Churchill's statement to the House on the War Situation of this 
date, 80 columns, blue paper covers. Uusual rust stains from 
staples, some toning near top of covers. $25.00

77 Speech Broadcast by e Prime Ministe To
the People of France, October 21, 1940

New York, British Library of Information, 1940. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes the well known speech to e People of France. 4 
pages. Woods A61, Cohen A132.1.  Has a small tear along left 
edge, wrinkle at top corner. $75.00

78 Our Whole People and Empire....

Universal Life Assurance, Winnipeg, 1940. ...have vowed 
themselves to the task of cleansing Europe of the Nazi Pestilence. 
Churchill's broadcast to the People of France of October 21, 1940.
An 8 page pamphlet with a photo of Churchill published by this 
Canadian Life Company. Not in Woods, Cohen A132.2. Some 
tanning along edges, small piece gone from lower edge of front 
cover. $150.00

79 M. Churchill parle aux Francais

Politucal Warfare Executive, 1940. is two sided single sheet 
publishes Churchill's speech of 21 October 1940 in French, as he 
originally broadcast it. Woods lists the English as A61 and the 
French as alpha 17 by the Political warfare Executive. Paper is 
browned, horizontal fold, small edge tear. $50.00

80 King and Country, Selections from British
war Speeches 1939-1940

London, Chatto & Windus, 1940. is small 64 page hardcover 
book Includes 8 Churchill selections, including one on the return 
of HMS Exeter that does not appear in Into Battle. Woiods Db52,
Cohen D76. Book very bright, spine of dustwrapper a dull red. 
$10.00
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81 Speech by  Mr. Churchill On War Problems
Facing Britain November 5,1940

New York, British Library of Information, 1940. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes Churchill’s report on the situation after 6 months as
Prime Minister. 8 pages. is copy has a small brown stain and two
tiny scrapes on the rear cover, otherwise VG. $75.00

82 Speech by Mr. Churchill On War Problems
Facing Britain November 5,1940

New York, British Library of Information, 1940. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes Churchill’s report on the situation after 6 months as
Prime Minister. 8 pages. Woods A62, Cohen A134.  Fine fresh 
pamphlet, paper white, no markings or wear. $125.00

83 Speech by Mr. Churchill On War Problems
Facing Britain November 5,1940

New York, British Library of Information, 1940. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes Churchill’s report on the situation after 6 months as
Prime Minister. 8 pages. Woods A62, Cohen A134.  Clean and 
unworn, but has a small white label on front and is stamped 
PAMPHLET FILE, from Whittier Colege Library $40.00

84 Parliamentary Debates 6 November 1940

. is is the Hansard issue which publishes Churchill's statement to
the House on the household means test for unemployment 
assistance, e statement is only one column, and then some 
questions and answers.  VG, staples have some rust. $8.00

85 Parliamentary Debates 13 November 1940

London, HMSO, 1940. is is the Hansard issue which publishes
Churchill's statement to the House on this date, 124 columns, blue
paper covers. is is Churchill's public report of the attack on the 
Italian Fleet. e House later went into secret session for more 
details.  Some rust on staples, covers good colour, better than most
copies. $25.00

86 Speech Broadcast by  Mr. Churchill To the
Italian People, December 23, 1940

New York, British Library of Information, 1940. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes the well known speech to e Italian People. 8 pages.
Woods A63, Cohen A137.  Clean, unworn, paper slightly off-
white, staples rusty. $100.00

87 Speech Broadcast by  Mr. Churchill To the
Italian People, December 23, 1940

New York, British Library of Information, 1940. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes the well known speech to e Italian People. 8 pages.
Clean unworn copy, paper very white, staples shiny. $150.00

88 Speech Broadcast by Mr. Churchill To the
Italian People, December 23, 1940

New York, British Library of Information, 1940. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes the well known speech to e Italian People. 8 pages.
Woods A63, Cohen A137.  Paper noticeably off white or dirty, 
wrinkled, lower corner bent. $60.00

89 Speech Broadcast by Mr. Churchill To the
Italian People, December 23, 1940

New York, British Library of Information, 1940. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes the well known speech to e Italian People. 8 pages.
Woods A63, Cohen A137.  Left edge trimmed, so likley disbound,
has 3 new staples on left, some stamps and markings $20.00

90 Nunca até agora haviamos sido inimigos
vossos

Lisbon, Betrand, 1940. Churchill's address to the Italian people 23
Dec. 1940, translated into Portuguese, published in Lisbon. 8 pp, 
plus card covers. See Woods A63, which mention French and 
Italian translations. Cohen A137 does not mention any translations
Clean crisp copy. $100.00
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91 Speech by e Prime Minister Mr. Winston
Churchill To the Pilgrims January 9, 1941

New York, British Library of Information, 1941. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes a short speech to the Pilgrims in London announcing
the appointment of Lord Halifax as Ambassador to the USA. 4 
pages Woods A65, Cohen A139.  Clean, unworn, but has white 
label on front and stamped: PAMPHLET FILE.  $40.00

92 Speech by e Prime Minister Mr. Winston
Churchill To the Pilgrims January 9, 1941

New York, British Library of Information, 1941. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes a short speech to the Pilgrims in London announcing
the appointment of Lord Halifax as Ambassador to the USA. 4 
pages Woods A65, Cohen A139.  Clean copy, no tears, no spots, at
least VG. $125.00

93 Speech Broadcast by e Prime Ministe Mr.
Winston Churchill February 9, 1941

New York, British Library of Information, 1941. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes the famous ‘Give us the tools” speech.  12 pages. e
cover is split down its crease so both front and rear cover are 
detached but present. $50.00

94 Speech Broadcast by e Prime Ministe Mr.
Winston Churchill February 9, 1941

New York, British Library of Information, 1941. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes the famous ‘Give us the tools” speech. 12 pages.
Woods A67, Cohen A143.2.  Clean, crisp, paper white, no tears, no
spots, no rust stains at staples. $120.00

95 Armed Forces in Iceland 16 August 1941

Reykjavik, 1941.. is 36 page pamphlet consists of an 
introductory page, and then captioned pages of Churchill’s visit to 
Iceland in 1941 on the way home from his meeting with FDR. 
Many pictures of US and Commonwealth Forces being reviewed, 
that are not to be seen elsewhere. e only book on this visit, but 
unfortunately very scarce. Crisp copy, some soiling and small stains
on covers, contents clean.  $75.00

96 Winged Wotds: Inspiration from the 
Speeches of the Rt. Hon. Winston Churchill

No Publisher. Inspiration from the speeches of of the Rt. Hon. 
Winston Churchill. is 8 page pamphlet has excerpts from 
popular speeches through February 1941. e back cover states 
“with compliments of” a factory in Taunton, and then there is a 
little blurb promoting the book Into Battle. Not in Woods or 
Cohen. ere is a vertical fold, some smudges on cover, and rusty 
staples. $25.00

97 Speech by e Prime Minister Mr. Winston
Churchill To the Pilgrim Society March 18,

New York, British Library of Information, 1941. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes a short speech to the Pilgrim Society in London 
welcoming John Winant as the new American Ambassador. 4 
pages.  is copy unworn, but has small rust marks near left edge. 
$50.00

98 Speech by e Prime Minister Mr. Winston
Churchill To the Pilgrim Society March 18,

New York, British Library of Information, 1941. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes a short speech to the Pilgrim Society in London 
welcoming John Winant as the new American Ambassador. 4 
pages.  Clean bright unworn example, paper slightly off white. 
$75.00

99 Speech by e Prime Minister Mr. Winston
Churchill To the Pilgrims Society March 18,

New York, British Library of Information, 1941. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes a short speech to the Pilgrim Society in London 
welcoming John Winant as the new American Ambassador. 4 
pages. Woods A68, Cohen A144.  Fine clean copy, no spots, no 
tears or wrinkles,  $100.00

100 Beating the Invader

London, Ministry of Information, 1941. A single sheet flyer, letter 
size, printed on cheap newsprint and widely circulated at the time.
A message from the Prime Minister, giving advise to citizens in the
event of a German invasion. . Woods A69, Cohen B76. Badly worn
copy, edge tears, brown stains, creasing.  $15.00
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101 Beating the Invader

London, Ministry of Information, 1941. A single sheet flyer, letter 
size, printed on cheap newsprint and widely circulated at the time.
A message from the Prime Minister, giving advise to citizens in the
event of a German invasion. You could pay big money for this in 
NY.  A superior copy, lightly folded, some very faint brown spots. 
$75.00

102 Beating the Invader

London, Ministry of Information, 1941. A single sheet flyer, letter 
size, printed on cheap newsprint and widely circulated at the time.
A message from the Prime Minister, giving advise to citizens in the
event of a German invasion. . Woods A69, Cohen B76. Paper is 
clean, some edge wrinkles. $60.00

103 Beating the Invader

London, Ministry of Information, 1941. A single sheet flyer, letter 
size, printed on cheap newsprint and widely circulated at the time.
A message from the Prime Minister, giving advise to citizens in the
event of a German invasion. . Woods A69, Cohen B76. Paper is 
tanned with uneven area on front, small hole top center from 
posting, has been folded.  $25.00

104 Beating the Invader

London, Ministry of Information, 1941. A single sheet flyer, letter 
size, printed on cheap newsprint and widely circulated at the time.
A message from the Prime Minister, giving advise to citizens in the
event of a German invasion. . Woods A69, Cohen B76. paper 
unevenly tanned, with several tears in left edge. $20.00

105 Beating the Invader

London, Ministry of Information, 1941. A single sheet flyer, letter 
size, printed on cheap newsprint and widely circulated at the time.
A message from the Prime Minister, giving advise to citizens in the
event of a German invasion. . Woods A69, Cohen B76. Sjhows 
overall tanning plus a darker brown strip along vertical fold. $20.00

106 If the Invader Comes

London, Ministry of Information, 1940. A companion piece to 
Beating the Invader, but with no Churchill reference. A single sheet
flyer, letter size, on newsprint.  Paper white, one corner creased. 
$10.00

107 Speech Broadcast by e Prime Minister
Mr. Winston Churchill April 27, 1941

New York, British Library of Information, 1941. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes the famous ‘Westward Look, the land is bright” 
speech.  8 pages. Some very faint creases, but clean and undamaged.
$100.00

108 Speech Broadcast by e Prime Minister
Mr. Winston Churchill April 27, 1941

New York, British Library of Information, 1941. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes the famous ‘Westward Look, the land is bright” 
speech.  8 pages. Covers heavily browned  see picture. $25.00

109 Speech Broadcast by e Prime Minister
Mr. Winston Churchill April 27, 1941

New York, British Library of Information, 1941. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
one publishes the famous ‘Westward Look, the land is bright” 
speech.  8 pages. Woods A70, Cohen A145.  Fine crisp copy, no 
marks, no spots, no wear. $150.00

110 Broadcast by Mr. Churchill To the Polish
People May 3, 1941

New York, British Library of Information, 1941. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. is one is a single sheet text on both 
sides with title at head of text. Woods A71, Cohen A146.  Clean 
copy, paper white, slight wrinkle. $100.00
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111 Broadcast by  Mr. Winston Churchill To the
Polish People May 3, 1941

New York, British Library of Information, 1941. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. is one is a single sheet text on both 
sides with title at head of text. Woods A71, Cohen A146.  Paper off
white, small tear on top edge. $50.00

112 Parliamentary Debates 7th May, 1941

London, HMSO, 1941. is is the Hansard issue which publishes
Churchill's statement to the House on the War Situation and 
Assistance to Greece, of this date,  , blue paper covers. Covers have 
tanning towards edges, staples rusted causing stains.  $25.00

113 Parliamentary Debates 5 November 1940

London, HMSO, 1940. is is the Hansard issue which publishes
Churchill's statement on War Problems Facing Britain, to the 
House on this date, 138 columns, blue paper covers. Published later
as a separate pamphlet by the BLI, see Cohen A134. Staples rusty, 
some toning of covers, contents clean. $25.00

114 Till the Hour of Victory

Ottawa, King's Printer, 1941. is 12 page pamphlet publishes 3 
speeches by Mackenzie King, Churchill and Erenest Lapointe. e
Churchill speech is that of 1st June 1941. Not in Wood, Cohen 
D78. Clean unworn copy. very scarce.  clean crisp copy, small rust 
stains inside at staples. $75.00

115 Freedom’s Cause, an Address by  Mr.
Winston Churchill June 12, 1941

New York, British Library of Information, 1941. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, is 
publishes Churchill’s address to the Meeting of Representatives of
Great Britain and Allied Governmenets. 4 pages. Woods A73, 
Cohen A148.   Very clean, paper white, has a horizontal crease. 
Includes the additional sheet of the Allied Resolution, see Cohen. 
$250.00

116 Freedom’s Cause, an Address by  Mr.
Winston Churchill June 12, 1941

New York, British Library of Information, 1941. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, is 
publishes Churchill’s address to the Meeting of Representatives of
Great Britain and Allied Governmenets. 4 pages. Woods A73, 
Cohen A148.   Clean, paper white, has owner name dated 1941 on
front. $150.00

117 e Atlantic Charter; e full text of the
joint Declaration.

Whitcombe & Tombs Ltd, Christchurch NZ, 1941. Small 
pamphlet 4.75 x 7.25 ins, 16 pp bound in cream textured card 
covers printed in red and black. Not in Woods, Cohen A151.2. 
is  New Zeaalnd edition is far scarcer than the UK or US 
editions; this being the only such one I have seen. Covers slightly 
tanned, slight wrinkle at bottom corner. $100.00

118 Inter-Allied Meeting

London, HMSO, 1941. Held in London at St. James’s Palce on 
June 12, 1941. Report of proceedings includes the speech made by
Churchill, which appears on pp 3-5. is is Cmd. 6285, Not in 
Woods, Cohen D79. 16 pages including paper covers. Some edge 
wear and writing on blank rear cover. $25.00

119 e War Speeches of Winston Churchill
First Series: May 14th to July 14th, 1940

Bombay, e Times of India Press, 1940. is 48 page pamphlet 
publishes 8 of Churchill’s speeches from 1940. 5 x 7 inches.e 
first of a series of 3.  Woods Da7a, Cohen A130.  is copy has the
pictorial front wrap but heavily tape repaired, no rear wrap. 
Contents clean. UGLY!! $20.00

120 e War Speeches of Winston Churchill
First Series: May 14th to July 14th, 1940

Bombay, e Times of India Press, 1940. is 48 page pamphlet 
publishes 8 of Churchill’s speeches from 1940. 5 x 7 inches.e 
first of a series of 3.  Woods Da7a, Cohen A130.  A superior copy,
outer cover with photo still here, staples rusted, bookstall stamp on
rear cover, a few spots. $100.00
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121 Peace Aims

British Library of Information, 1941. British Official Statements 
Sept. 2, 1939 to Sept. 24, 1941. Includes 11 statements or speeches
by Churchill plus his photo has prominence on the cover. 32 pp 
plus card wraps. No mention of this publication in Woods., Cohen
D82.  Tight unworn, foxing on front cover. $20.00

122 e War Speeches of Winston Churchill
First Series: May 14th to July 14th, 1940

Bombay, e Times of India Press, 1940. is 48 page pamphlet 
publishes 8 of Churchill’s speeches from 1940. 5 x 7 inches.e 
first of a series of 3.  Woods Da7a, Cohen A130.  Includes original
outer cover with photo, but seriously damp stained affecting both 
covers and adjacent pages.  $30.00

123 e War Speeches of Winston Churchill 
2nd Series: August 20 to November 21, 1940

Bombay, e Times of India Press, 1940. is 48 page pamphlet 
publishes 10 of Churchill’s speeches from 1940. 5 x 7 inches. e 
second of a series of 3. Woods Da7b, Cohen A135. is copy a 
variant with No. 43 printed on cover. Outer covers held on with 
tape, stamp on front cover: Vicar of Peshawar. $45.00

124 e War Speeches of Winston Churchill 
2nd Series: August 20 to November 21, 1940

Bombay, e Times of India Press, 1940. is 48 page pamphlet 
publishes 10 of Churchill’s speeches from 1940. 5 x 7 inches. e 
second of a series of 3. Woods Da7b, Cohen A135.  is copy lacks
the outer pictorial wrap, rest VG. $30.00

125 e War Speeches of Winston Churchill 
2nd Series: August 20 to November 21, 1940

Bombay, e Times of India Press, 1940. is 48 page pamphlet 
publishes 10 of Churchill’s speeches from 1940. 5 x 7 inches. e 
second of a series of 3. Woods Da7b, Cohen A135.  Very clean 
unworn example, includes the photographic outer cover, staples just
a hint of rust, several small marks on covers. $150.00

126 e War Speeches of Winston Churchill 
ird Series: February 9 to August 24, 1941

Bombay, e Times of India Press, 1941. is 64 page pamphlet 
publishes 10 of Churchill’s speeches from 1941. 5 x 7 inches.  
Woods A7c, Cohen A154.  No outer covers; inner cover (title page)
has some edge wear and a small stain. $30.00

127 e War Speeches of Winston Churchill 
ird Series: February 9 to August 24, 1941

Bombay, e Times of India Press, 1941. is 64 page pamphlet 
publishes 10 of Churchill’s speeches from 1941. 5 x 7 inches. 
Woods A7c, Cohen A154.  Foxing on front page, small triangular 
censor's stamp. Lacks pictorial outer wrap. e inner wraps are 
splitting off now. $20.00

128 Speech by Mr. Winston Churchill at the
Mansion House November 10, 1941

New York, British Library of Information, 1941. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, 4 pages on 
better paper than the others in the series, publishes A Warning to 
Japan speech. Woods A79, Cohen A158. Truly rare, I have seen 
just two in 28 years. Fine unworn copy, from the RML collection.
$400.00

129 Speech by Mr. Winston Churchill in the
House of Commons November 12, 1941

New York, British Library of Information, 1940. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches. is one 
publishes Churchill’s speech on the war situation. 8 pages, on better
paper than most in the series. Woods A80, Cohen A144.  Fine 
unworn example of this scarce BLI speech, printed on better paper 
than most of the others. $400.00

130 Address by e Prime Minister Mr.
Winston Churchill December 2, 1941

New York, British Library of Information, 1941. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
publishes Churchill’s report on the war situation after his first two 
years as PM. 8 pages. Woods A81, Cohen A160.   Clean crisp copy,
no markings or wear, front cover a little off white, staples clean. 
$400.00
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131 Speech by Mr. Winston Churchill to the 
House of Commons December 11th, 1941.

New York, British Library of Information, 1941. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. 
Publishes Churchill’s speech on e War Situation, just 4 days 
after Pearl Harbour. Woods A83, Cohen A162.1.  Pristine example,
paper white, staples shiny, no wear. $350.00

132 An Address by the Rt. Hon. Winston S.
Churchill

Stamford, Overbrooks Press, 1942. is publishes Churchill’s 
speech of December 26, 1941, the well known “What kind of a 
people do they think we are?” speech.  A limited edition of 1000 
bound in hardcovers with dark red paper boards and a cream title 
lable printed in two colours. A deluxe production from a fine press
with some two colour printing. 6 x 9 inches.  Woods A84c, Cohen
A163.7.  Fine copy, no names, no foxing, covers unmarked, label 
undamaged.  $200.00

133 e Addtress to Congress by e Rt Hon
Winston Churchill 26 December 1941

Oxford, JJC Allen, 1942. A special edition in cream textured card 
covers, including a coloured cartoon from Puck. is publishes 
Churchill’s speech of December 26, 1941, the famous “What kind
of a people do they think we are?” speech. 16 pages tied with red 
ribbon, 4.5 x 8 inches. Woods A84d, Cohen A163.3.  Fine copy, 
no foxing, still retains its original hang tag. $250.00

134 e Addtress to Congress by e Rt Hon
Winston Churchill 26 December 1941

Oxford, JJC Allen, 1942. A variant binding in brown suede covers,
including a coloured cartoon from Puck. is publishes Churchill’s
speech of December 26, 1941, the famous “What kind of a people
do they think we are?” speech. 16 pages  4.5 x 8 inches. See Woods
p. 97, Cohen A163.3.  Clean unworn copy.  $250.00

135 Canada and the War: An Address to the
Houses of Parliament

Director of Public Information, Ottawa, 1942. e famous Some
Chicken-Some Neck speech. 12 pages 6 x 9 inches. Woods A85b,
Cohen A164.2  Left edge is ragged, so the pamphlet has been 
disbound, several small stamps on front cover. $140.00

136 Churchill in Ottawa

Ottawa, Director of Public Information, 1942. is pamphlet 
publishes Churchill’s speech to the Canadian Parliament on 30 
December, 1941, being the well know ‘Some Chicken, some neck”
speech. 24 pages, coated paper, Churchill photo on cover. Woods
Db62, Cohen A164.4.b.  A Very Good pamphlet, no rubbing, no
markings. $15.00

137 Highlights of Churchill

Cassell, Sydney, nd (1943?). Small 16 page pamphlet in pale green
card covers with brief excerpts from the first 3 volumes of Cassell's
War Speeches. Not in Woods, Cohen A184 Cover has some brown
marks, bookseller ticket from Oz inside cover. $40.00

138 What kind of a people do they think we are?

London, Daily Telegraph, 1942. Two Historic Speeches Made by
e Rt. Hon. Winston Spencer Churchill, Prime Minister of Great
Britain. (1) To the members of both Houses of the United States 
Congress at Washington on December 26th, 1941 and (2) To the
members of the Senate and of the House of Commons at Ottawa 
on December 30th, 1941. Two well known speeches , the first as 
per title, the second being the “Some Chicken, some neck” speech.
is 8 page pamphlet is 7.5 x 9.5 inches, text in 3 columns. Woods
A86, Cohen A165.1.a.  A substandard copy: paper toned, plenty of
spotting, staples rusty. $15.00

139 What kind of a people do they think we are?

London, Daily Telegraph, 1942. Two Historic Speeches Made by
e Rt. Hon. Winston Spencer Churchill, Prime Minister of Great
Britain. (1) To the members of both Houses of the United States 
Congress at Washington on December 26th, 1941 and (2) To the
members of the Senate and of the House of Commons at Ottawa 
on December 30th, 1941. Two well known speeches , the first as 
per title, the second being the “Some Chicken, some neck” speech.
is 8 page pamphlet is 7.5 x 9.5 inches, text in 3 columns. Woods
A86, Cohen A165.1.a.  Paper good white shade, a few very light 
spots, stapes rusty, seems never folded. $50.00

140 What kind of a people do they think we are?

London, Daily Telegraph, 1942. Two Historic Speeches Made by
e Rt. Hon. Winston Spencer Churchill, Prime Minister of Great
Britain. (1) To the members of both Houses of the United States 
Congress at Washington on December 26th, 1941 and (2) To the
members of the Senate and of the House of Commons at Ottawa 
on December 30th, 1941. Two well known speeches , the first as 
per title, the second being the “Some Chicken, some neck” speech.
is 8 page pamphlet is 7.5 x 9.5 inches, text in 3 columns. Woods
A86, Cohen A165.1.a.  Crisp copy, rusted staples, scattered spots 
on covers, usual horizontal fold $40.00
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141 What kind of a people do they think we are?

London, Daily Telegraph, 1942. Two Historic Speeches Made by
e Rt. Hon. Winston Spencer Churchill, Prime Minister of Great
Britain. (1) To the members of both Houses of the United States 
Congress at Washington on December 26th, 1941 and (2) To the
members of the Senate and of the House of Commons at Ottawa 
on December 30th, 1941. Two well known speeches , the first as 
per title, the second being the “Some Chicken, some neck” speech.
is 8 page pamphlet is 7.5 x 9.5 inches, text in 3 columns. Woods
A86, Cohen A165.1.a.  Superb bright copy, unusually white paper,
slight rust on staples, usual horizontal fold. $75.00

142 What kind of a people do they think we are?

London, Daily Telegraph, 1942. Two Historic Speeches Made by
e Rt. Hon. Winston Spencer Churchill, Prime Minister of Great
Britain. (1) To the members of both Houses of the United States 
Congress at Washington on December 26th, 1941 and (2) To the
members of the Senate and of the House of Commons at Ottawa 
on December 30th, 1941. Two well known speeches , the first as 
per title, the second being the “Some Chicken, some neck” speech.
is 8 page pamphlet is 7.5 x 9.5 inches, text in 3 columns. Woods
A86, Cohen A165.1.a.  Paper slightly off white some rust on 
staples, faint spotting on covers, usual horizontal fold.  $25.00

143 What kind of a people do they think we are?

London, Daily Telegraph, 1942. Two Historic Speeches Made by
e Rt. Hon. Winston Spencer Churchill, Prime Minister of Great
Britain. (1) To the members of both Houses of the United States 
Congress at Washington on December 26th, 1941 and (2) To the
members of the Senate and of the House of Commons at Ottawa 
on December 30th, 1941. Two well known speeches , the first as 
per title, the second being the “Some Chicken, some neck” speech.
is 8 page pamphlet is 7.5 x 9.5 inches, text in 3 columns. Woods
A86, Cohen A165.1.a.  Crisp unworn copy, slight staple rust, 
tanning to outer edges of covers, splash mark in upper corner. 
$80.00

144 What kind of a people do they think we are?

London, Daily Telegraph, 1942. Two Historic Speeches Made by
e Rt. Hon. Winston Spencer Churchill, Prime Minister of Great
Britain. (1) To the members of both Houses of the United States 
Congress at Washington on December 26th, 1941 and (2) To the
members of the Senate and of the House of Commons at Ottawa 
on December 30th, 1941. Two well known speeches , the first as 
per title, the second being the “Some Chicken, some neck” speech.
is 8 page pamphlet is 7.5 x 9.5 inches, text in 3 columns.  is 
2nd state has price one penny on front cover. Woods A86, Cohen
A165.1.b.  e 2nd state on newsprint, paper  tanned as usual, 
horizontal fold. $30.00

145 What kind of a people do they think we are?

London, Daily Telegraph, 1942. Two Historic Speeches Made by
e Rt. Hon. Winston Spencer Churchill, Prime Minister of Great
Britain. (1) To the members of both Houses of the United States 
Congress at Washington on December 26th, 1941 and (2) To the
members of the Senate and of the House of Commons at Ottawa 
on December 30th, 1941. Two well known speeches , the first as 
per title, the second being the “Some Chicken, some neck” speech.
is 8 page pamphlet is 7.5 x 9.5 inches, text in 3 columns.  is 
2nd state has price one penny on front cover. Woods A86, Cohen
A165.1.b.  is second state on newsprint, this one   good color, 
some minor wrinkles, unstapled. $50.00

146 Pictures of the Prime Minister’s Big Trip

Photochrom Ltd., London, (1942).  Pictures of the Prime 
Minister's Big Trip and quotations from his speeches. a small 
booklet , 3.5 x 4.5 inches, covers Dec 41 trip to USA & Canada, 36
pp. Published by Photochrom, nd, but likely 1942. A genuine 
wartime item. Cohen A165.3 Both front and rear cover have a stain
and scar along lower edge.  $10.00

147 Pictures of the Prime Minister’s Big Trip

Photochrom Ltd., London, (1942).  Pictures of the Prime 
Minister's Big Trip and quotations from his speeches. a small 
booklet , 3.5 x 4.5 inches, covers Dec 41 trip to USA & Canada, 36
pp. Published by Photochrom, nd, but likely 1942. A genuine 
wartime item. Cohen A165.3 Some rubbing on edges, contents 
clean, staples not rusted. $20.00

148 Winston Churchill's Addresses to the US
Congress and e Parliamnet of Canada

Vancouver, e Vancouver Sun, 1942. is pamphlet publishes 
both the 26 December 1941 speech in Washington and the 30 
December speech in Ottawa, including the well know line “What 
kind of a people do they think we are”. Not in Woods. Cohen 
A165.2.  20 pages 6 x 9 inches on newsprint. Small picture of 
Churchill on front cover. is copy browned and with owner name
on corner of front cover. $75.00

149 Address by Winston S. Churchill to e
House of Assembly January 15th, 1942

Sessions House, Hamilton, Bermuda. 4 page pamphlet bound in 
textured card covers, string bound, 605 x 10 inches. Woods A87, 
Cohen A167. Truly scarce, the only one I have seen or heard of. 
Cohen reports only Bermuda Archives and Library of Congress. 
Covers have tanning and some soiling, lower corner creased, 
contents clean. $800.00

150 Address by e Prime Minister Mr.
Winston Churchill February 15, 1942

New York, British Library of Information, 1942. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
publishes Churchill’s report on the war situation after his first two 
years as PM. 8 pages. Woods A88, Cohen A168.1.  Clean unworn 
copy, paper very white, staples shiny. $200.00
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151 Speech Broadcast by e Prime Minister
Mr. Winston Churchill May 10, 1942

New York, British Library of Information, 1942. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
publishes Churchill’s report on the war situation after his first two 
years as PM. 12 pages. Woods A88/1, Cohen A169.2.  Clean tight
example, nice white paper. $175.00

152 Speech Broadcast by e Prime Minister
Mr. Winston Churchill May 10, 1942

New York, British Library of Information, 1942. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. is 
publishes Churchill’s report on the war situation after his first two 
years as PM. 12 pages. Woods A88/1, Cohen A169.2.  is copy 
tight and unworn, but library stamp on front cover, paper lightly 
tanned. $75.00

153 THE ATLANTIC CHARTER, e
Roosevelt-Churchill Declaration.

London, NPC, nd (1942). A pamphlet published by e National
Peace Council, London. Undated, but seems 1942. 16 pages plus 
yellow card covers. I can find no mention of this in Woods or 
anywhere else. e NPC appears to be a pacifist organisation. 
Interesting wartime item. e first 2 pages publish the Atlantic 
Charter, the rest is analysis and discussion. Clean unworn, but 
splash mark on front cover. $25.00

154 THE ATLANTIC CHARTER, e
Roosevelt-Churchill Declaration.

London, NPC, nd (1942). A pamphlet published by e National
Peace Council, London. Undated, but seems 1942. 16 pages plus 
yellow card covers. I can find no mention of this in Woods or 
anywhere else. e NPC appears to be a pacifist organisation. 
Interesting wartime item. e first 2 pages publish the Atlantic 
Charter, the rest is analysis and discussion. Clean attractive copy.  
$40.00

155 e Prime Minister on India

London, e India League, (1942). Subtitled An Examination of
Mr. Churchill’s Statement on India in the House of Commons on 
the 10th September 1942. 20 page pamphlet. Published by a group
opposed to Churchill’s position on India at the time. Very scarce. 
Cohen A173.  Attractive copy, slight tanning towards fold, a tiny 
piece gone near top of fold.  $60.00

156 A Personal Message from the Prime
Minister to the Coal Mining Industry

London, Ministry of Fuel & Power, 1942. Contains a  2 page 
facsimile letter from Churchill plus transcripts of his remarks and 
others at a conference in October 1942. 16 pp, photo of Churchill
by Beaton on front.  Not in Woods.  Staples very rusty, small crease
at top corner $90.00

157 A Speech by the Rt. Hon. Winston S.
Churchill 11th November 1942

Kingsport TN, Kingsport Press, 1943. A limited edition of 400 
copies bound in grey card covers bound with cord. is publishes
Churchill’s speech on the War Situation including the battle for 
Egypt. 40 pages, just over 5 x 8 inches. Never published separately 
in any other edition. ese used to sell for $2500.00 in NH. 
Woods A89/1, Cohen A177,  Clean attractive copy, two very faint
drips on front cover, contents fine. $300.00

158 A Speechon 11th November 1942 by the Rt.
Hon. Winston S. Churchill

Kingsport TN, Kingsport Press, 1943. A limited edition of 400 
copies bound in grey card covers bound with cord. is publishes
Churchill’s speech on the War Situation including the battle for 
Egypt. 40 pages, just over 5 x 8 inches. Never published separately 
in any other edition. ese used to sell for $2500.00 in NH. 
Woods A89/1, Cohen A177,  Clean unmarked copy, top right 
corner has been bent. $250.00

159 Speech Broadcast by e Prime Ministe Mr.
Winston Churchill November 29, 1942.

New York, British Library of Information, 1942. One in a series of
similar speech pamphlets published by the British Library of 
Information in New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three 
vertical rules on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. 
Publishes Churchill’s speech e Bright Gleam of Victory, Woods
A90, Cohen A173.  Pamphlet unworn, but has library stamp on 
front. $200.00

160 A Four Years Plan for Britain

London, e Times, 1943. is pamphlet publishes Churchill’s 
broadcast speech of 21 March, 1943. 8 pages, 6 x 9.5 inches, on 
newsprint. reprinted from e Times of the next day. Woods A92,
Cohen A180.1.  Faint folds, red pencil underlining  in text. $60.00
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161 A Four Years Plan for Britain

London, e Times, 1943. is pamphlet publishes Churchill’s 
broadcast speech of 21 March, 1943. 8 pages, 6 x 9.5 inches, on 
newsprint. reprinted from e Times of the next day. Woods A92,
Cohen A180.1.  VG looks, faint creases at upper corners. $90.00

162 Discurso Proferido pelo Primeiro Ministro
Winston Churchill

Lisbon, Servicos de Imprensa e Informacao, 1943. is pamphlet is
20 pages plus card covers. It publishes a Portuguese translation of 
Churchill's broadcast of 21 March, 1943 A Four Years Plan. e 
English version is Woods A92, this translation mentioned in Cohen
A180. Covers have rubbing and foxing. $75.00

163 Address of..Winston Churchill... before a
joint Meeting of the Houses of Congress

Washington, USGPO, 1943. is publishes Churchill’s speech of
May 19, 1943. is is a separate pamphlet from the Government 
printing Office, 16 pages, newsprint, 6 x 9 inches. Woods A93a, 
Cohen A181.3.  Clean unused copy, two faint brown marks on 
front. $125.00

164 Address of..Winston Churchill... before a
joint Meeting of the Houses of Congress

Washington, USGPO, 1943. is publishes Churchill’s speech of
May 19, 1943. is is a separate pamphlet from the Government 
printing Office, 16 pages, newsprint, 6 x 9 inches. Woods A93a, 
Cohen A181.3.  Fine clean copy.  $140.00

165 An Address By Winston S. Churchill 
Delivered Before Members of the Congress

Stamford, Overbrooks Press, 1943. is publishes Churchill’s 
speech of May 19, 1943. A limited edition of 600 bound in 
hardcovers with black paper boards and a red title label with gilt 
titles. A deluxe production from a fine press with some two colour
printing. 7.5 x 10.5 inches. Woods A93b, Cohen A181.4  is 
copy lightly rubbed with lower corner of front cover worn. $150.00

166 An Address By Winston S. Churchill 
Delivered Before Members of the Congress

Stamford, Overbrooks Press, 1943. is publishes Churchill’s 
speech of May 19, 1943. A limited edition of 600 bound in 
hardcovers with black paper boards and a red title label with gilt 
titles. A deluxe production from a fine press with some two colour
printing. 7.5 x 10.5 inches.  Woods A93b, Cohen A181.4  ere is
a stamp from a member of Congress inside front cover, endpapers 
spotted, scattered spots in text, rear cover has a small splash mark.
Overall, this example is simply not as bright as some I have seen.  
$125.00

167 One Continent Redeemed

London, Daily Telegraph, 1943. Mr. Winston Churchill's Speech 
to the United States Congress, May 19th, 1943.  8 pages 5 x 7 ins.
Woods A93c, Cohen A181.1, note that this is the first edition, not
the Overbrook Press. A VG copy, faint vertical crease. $100.00

168 Allies and Partners

Berne, British Press News, 1943. One of a series of pamphlets 
published by the British Legation in Switzerland, most unrecorded
by Woods. is publishes the speech to the US Congress on May 
19th, 1943.  12 pages, about 6 x 8 inches. Cohen A181.2.  VG 
copy, newsprint browned. $100.00

169 El primer ministro británico Winston 
Churchill ha pronunciado el día 19 de mayo

. is pamphlet is entirely in Spanish and publishes extracts of 
Churchill’s speech before the US Congress on May 19, 1943. 
Printed in red and black with a number of photos. 16 pages plus 
card covers. , 6 x 8 inches, portrait on front cover. Woods A93 does
not mention translation, nor does Cohen.  Wear along fold of 
cover, some faint foxing. $75.00

170 Winston Churchill Prime Minister: A
Selection from Speeches

NY, British Information Services, 1944. A selection from speeches
made by Winston Churchill during the four years that Britain has 
been at war. Features small excerpts from speeches with 
corresponding photos. 54 pages including paper covers, 7 x 9 
inches. An especially nice fine unworn and bright example.  $25.00
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171 e Last Days of Marlborough, Times
Broadsheet no. 1

Times Publishing Co., London, nd (1943). Published starting in 
November 1943, with the last series in 1946. ey were supplied in
sets of 8 in brown envelopes ready to post. Most were supplied in 
bulk to the War Ministry for free distribution to troops.  is series
consisted of single pages printed on newsprint 6 x 9.5 inches by a 
variety of authors. No. 1 in the series was e Last Days of 
Marlborough by Churchill. e survival rate of this throw away 
reading material was extremely poor. Woods A95, Cohen A189.  
Fine unworn example.  $35.00

172 Mr. Churchill Pays tribute to the Liberal
Party

London, Liberal Publications, nd . .Single sheet  128 x 190 mm. 
Woods incorrectly ties this to A96a stating that is an excerpt from 
the 1943 speech, when in fact it is text from 1939. Cohen dates it 
as 1945 with a question mark. is also differs in size from both 
printings mentioned in Cohen. More research needed here. Woods
A96b, Cohen A209.1 is copy browned with some creases. 
$500.00

173 Liberals' Part in Rebuilding Britain

London, Liberal Publications, 1943. A 4 page pamphlet printing 
Churchill's remarks on the unveiling of his new portrait at the 
National Liberal Club on 22 July, 1943, on the occasion of the 
unveiling of his portrait.  ere are 2 photos, price 2d. Truly rare,
Cohen was unable to locate a copy, even the Cahn collection did 
not have this. Woods A96a, Cohen A184/1.  is copy creased, 
with some blue pencil lines and A3 in ink in top corner. Supplied 
in a custom flap case with leather spine
 $800.00

174 e War Transformed

Berne, British Press News, 1943. One of a series of pamphlets 
published by the British Legation in Switzerland, most unrecorded
by Woods. is pamphlet publishes the text of Churchill’s speech 
on the war to the House of Commons on 21 September, 1943.   24
pages, about 6 x 8 inches. Cohen A187. e only edition of this 
speech.  Clean, unworn, some tanning to paper covers. e only 
one I have found, from a bookseller in Zurich in 2001.  $150.00

175 e Prime Minister's Speech on the House
of Commons Rebuilding 28 October 1943

University Press, Cambridge, 1944. A small pamphlet of 12 pages 
in pale blue card covers, prints Churchill's speech of 28 October, 
1943. Woods A97, Cohen A188 is copy has a compliments slip 
laid in from which one may conclude that this was not for sale, but
a gift from the University Press. e only one I have seen in 28 
years. $500.00

176 British Speeches of the Day May 1944

British Information Services, NY, 1944. Supplemental issue of 
Speeches made during the Conference of Dominion Prime 
Ministers in London, May 1944. Includes 3 speeches by Churchill.
64 pages plus yellow paper covers.  Clean covers, paper tanned. 
$25.00

177 Franklin D. Roosevelt et Winston Churchil:
Textes et discours de la France 1938-44.

London, Heinemann & Zsolnay, 1944. Publishes writings and 
speeches about France from the two leaders. ere are 52 from 
Churchill, 35 from FDR and 1 joint statement. 96 pages in paper 
covers including index. Not in Woods, Cohen A190 Outer wrap 
coming loose at staples, contents clean. $60.00

178 Towards the Climax

Berne, British Press News, 1944. One of a series of pamphlets 
published by the British Legation in Switzerland, most unrecorded
by Woods. is pamphlet publishes the text of Churchill’s speech 
on the war to the House of Commons on 22 February, 1944   16 
pages, about 6 x 8 inches.  Clean tight copy, just a hint of browning
towards edges. $100.00

179 e Atlantic Charter, and the Prime
Minister’s Statement on Basic English

London, HMSO, 1944. is documents prints in parallel columns,
the original texts of these two documents and the same in so-called
Basic English, a simplified system for use in teaching English as a 
Foreign language. 6 pages, 6 x 9 inches. is is Command 
Publication Cmd. 6511. Cohen A192 Paper partly browned., some
creases and small tears at top corners. $25.00

180 e Atlantic Charter, and the Prime
Minister’s Statement on Basic English

HKSO, London, 1944. is documents prints in parallel columns,
the original texts of these two documents and the same in so-called
Basic English, a simplified system for use in teaching English as a 
Foreign language. 6 pages, 6 x 9 inches. is is Command 
Publication Cmd. 6511. Cohen A192 Clean, staples shiny, some 
minor edge wrinkle.  $50.00
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181 e Rebuilding of Europe

Berne, British Press News, 1944. One of a series of pamphlets 
published by the British Legation in Switzerland, most unrecorded
by Woods. is pamphlet publishes the text of Churchill’s speech 
on the World Situation to the House of Commons on 24 May 
1944, and Eden’s speech of the next day.    28 pages, about 6 x 8 
inches. Cohen A193.1 Crisp unworn, paper tanned mostly near 
edges. $120.00

182 Speeches by Winston Churchill and Lord
Moran

London, Royal College of Physicians, 1944. Publishes Churchill’s 
speech to the Royal College of Physicians on March 2, 1944 and 
the introductory remarks by Lord Moran. 8 pages plus grey card 
covers, 5.5 x 8.5 inches. Woods DB61/2b, Cohen D102. Unworn,
some slight tanning. $75.00

183 Winning the Peace

British Information Services, 1944.. Extracts from Speeches by 
members of the British Government.  A 12 pp pamphlet in 
blue/black card wraps, with quotes from Churchill and others. Not
in Woods, Cohen D106 Clean tight copy.  $35.00

184 Mr. Churchill’s Speech in the House of
Commons 24th of May 1944

Stockhol, Ivar Haggströms, 1944. is pamphlet publishes 
Churchill speech on Foreign Policy of 2 August 1944. 6 x 8 inches,
12 pages plus paper covers. Not in Woods, Cohen A193.3.  Clean
unmarked copy, staples shiny. Only one I have seen in 28 years. 
Acquired from a US collector in 2002 who likely got it from 
Langworth in the 90s.   $125.00

185 e Hour of Decision

Berne, British Press News, 1944. One of a series of pamphlets 
published by the British Legation in Switzerland, most unrecorded
by Woods. is pamphlet publishes the text of Churchill’s speech 
on the war to the House of Commons on 2 August, 1944   20 
pages, about 6 x 8 inches. Not in Woods, Cohen A195.1 Clean 
unworn, browning of the cheap paper. $150.00

186 Mr. Churchill’s Speech in the House of
Commons 2nd of August 1944

Stockholm, Ivar Haggströms, 1944. Churchill speech on the war 
situation of 2 August 1944. 6 x 8 inches, 16 pages plus paper 
covers. Not in Woods, Cohen A195.2. e only location noted by
Cohen is the Swedish national Library. I acquired this from a 
bookshop in Stockholm during a book hunting trip in the 90s.  
Crisp, unworn copy, some browning on covers. $250.00

187 We Fight, e Nation Speaks

. Small pamphlet 3.5 x 5 ins., 40 pages in paper covers. Mostly 
quotes and excerpts, including many excerpts from Churchill 
speeches.  Shows some use and a small tear along top edge of front 
cover. $20.00

188 e Tide of Triumph

Berne, British Press News, 1944. One of a series of pamphlets 
published by the British Legation in Switzerland,  is pamphlet 
publishes the text of Churchill’s speech on the War Situation to the
House of Commons on 28 September, 1944.    20 pages, about 6 x
8 inches. Woods A100, Cohen A196.1.  Clean tight copy, slight 
toning on covers. e only one I have seen.  $100.00

189 Marshall Tito and His Gallant Bands

NY, Committee of South-Slavic Americans (1944-5). By Winston
Churchill, Sgt. W. Bernstein, Frank Gervasi, Stoyan Pribichevich, 
Lt.-Gen. Milovan, and Louis Adamic. is 36 page pamphlet  was
published in both New York and Australia. e text consists of 
statements about Tito and his Partisans by Churchill and the others
listed. Churchill covers the first 3 pages with excerpts from his 
speech of 22nd February 1944. is would seem to be a Db type 
item, but is not mentioned in Woods. Cohen D107. Clean unworn
copy, slight browning towards edges. No photos present as 
mentioned by Cohen. $30.00

190 Bearing the Burden

Berne, British Press News, 1945. One of a series of pamphlets 
published by the British Legation in Switzerland, most unrecorded
by Woods.  is pamphlet publishes the text of Churchill’s speech 
reviewing the War Situation to the House of Commons on 18 
January, 1945.    20 pages, about 6 x 8 inches. Not in Woods, 
Cohen A197.1.  Clean, unworn, some tanning on covers, a faint 
crease visible.  $150.00
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191 Statistics Relating to the War Effort of the
United Kingdom

London, HMSO, 1944.   is 64 page pamphlet in paper wraps is 
full of table and charts on the UK war effort. Produced “By 
Command of His majesty”, this is Cmd. 6564 and officially is 
presented by the Prime Minister, making Churchill the “author”, 
but we all know that it was written by an army of civil servants. Not
in Woods or Cohen. Hardly scarce, but very interesting reading. 
Outer cover has a few brown stains. $10.00

192 Victory in Europe

Berne, British Press News, 1945. One of a series of pamphlets 
published by the British Legation in Switzerland. is pamphlet 
publishes the text of Churchill’s victory speeches on May 8 and 13,
1945 and the King’s speech on May 8th.   16 pages, about 6 x 8 
inches. Cohen A206.  Fine crisp copy, staples not rusty. $150.00

193 Planning the New World

Berne, British Press News, 1945. One of a series of pamphlets 
published by the British Legation in Switzerland, most unrecorded
by Woods. is pamphlet publishes the text of Churchill’s speech 
on the Results of the ree Power Conference to the House of 
Commons on 24 May 1944, and Eden’s speech of the next day.    
28 pages, about 6 x 8 inches. Cohen A199.2 Clean tight copy, 
slight toning on covers.  $100.00

194 Christmas Day Messages from King George
VI to his people.

Universal Life Assurance, Winnipeg, nd (1940). Small 16 p. 
pamphlet 3.5 x 6 ins. Publishes 3 Christmas broadcasts in one 
pamphlet. Not in Woods, Cohen D77.  Fine crisp unused example.
$150.00

195 Our Land and Our Food (1945 Election
leaflet)

S.H. Benson, London, 1945. e 4 page pamphlet publishes Mr. 
Churchill's Declaration on this subject. is was an election leaflet
for the 1945 General Election, printed in green and black on 
newsprint. Woods A103a, Cohen A204. e only other one of 
these I had sold for $350.00 in 1993. Clean and unworn, but has a
rusty paper clip stain. $200.00

196 Speech of 13 May 1945 in Vital Speeches 1
June 1945.

City News, NY, 1945. Vital Speeches of the Day was published bi-
monthly in New York back in the 1940's. Each issue is about 32 
pages, letter size. is issue includes 3.5 pages publishing 
Churchill's speech of 13 May, 1945 on Review of War. VG clean 
copy.   $20.00

197 Two Sonnets by Rupert Brooke

Netherlands, 1945, 2nd edn. . is 8 page string bound pamphlet
publishes two sonnets by Rupert Brooke and includes a memoriam
written by Churchill, first published in e Times in 1915  (see 
Woods C45). is is a limited edition of 100 copies, published in 
occupied Holland. Not in Woods, Cohen B94.  Clean, unworn, 
slight sunning to areas of blue paper covers. $60.00

198 Mr. Churchill's Declaration of Policy to the
Electors

London, S.H. Benson, 1945. is pamphlet produced for the 
general Election of 1945. It sets out the Conservative Party plans 
for post war Britain. 16 pages, 5.5 x 8.5 inches, printed on cheap 
wartime paper. Woods A105, Cohen A208.  Crisp unworn copy, 
but paper suffers from lots of foxing $75.00

199 Election Address

Woodford Conservative Assn., 1945. is 4 page leaflet prints 
Churchill’s address to the electors in his local constituency of 
Woodford, and has a facsimile signature on page 3. Not in Woods.
Cohen A212 Folded twice, some splits on folds, one edge tear. 
Scarce, the only one I have found in 28 years. $250.00

200 Here is the Course We Steer

London, Conservative Party, 1945. is colourful pamphlet 
publishes Churchill’s speech to the delegates at the Conservative 
Party Conference at Central Hall, Westminster on March 15th, 
1945. 5.5 x 8.5 inches, 12 pages plus bright orange wraps. Woods
A106, Cohen A200.1. is is the popular edition as noted in 
Cohen.  An extremely fine copy, strong orange cover, contents 
unmarked. $150.00
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201 Mr. Churchill Speaks

London, Cassell, 1945. is 40 page pamphlet, string bound in 
pale green card covers, publishes selections from 17 of Churchill’s 
speeches 1938-1940. 3 photos in center.Woods Da12, Cohen A216
An average copy, some rubbing at the fold, faint splash at top 
corner of front cover.  $10.00

202 A True People’s Party

London, Conservative Party, 1945. A speech to the Central 
Council of the National Union of Conservative and Unionist 
Associations, 28th November, 1945. 12 pages, 5.5 x 8.5 inches, 
photo of Churchill on cover. Woods A108, Cohen A217.  Clean 
paper, shiny staples, some wrinkle along lower edge. $120.00

203 A True People’s Party

London, Conservative Party, 1945. A speech to the Central 
Council of the National Union of Conservative and Unionist 
Associations, 28th November, 1945. 12 pages, 5.5 x 8.5 inches, 
photo of Churchill on cover. Woods A108, Cohen A217.  
Defective copy has strong brown  toning to left side of cover, same
on back, edges worn, fold starting to split at bottom. A scarce 
pamphlet at a very low price.  $50.00

204 Armaments & Policy 1919-1939 e Plain
Facts

London, Conservative Central Office, 1945. is softbound book 
of 104 pages published by Conservative Central Office in 1945. Its
purpose is to defend the Conservative Party from attacks on its 
actions prior to the war, especially charges of appeasers, Men of 
Munich, etc. Churchill is quoted at least 9 times. Interesting and 
unusual. Proof copy in plain gray wraps, some wrinkles and marks.
$20.00

205 Subaltern's Reading ( Times Broadsheet
no.113)

Times Publishing Co., London, nd (1945). Published starting in 
November 1943, with the last series in 1946. ey were supplies in
sets of 8 in brown envelopes ready to post. Most were supplied in 
bulk to the War Ministry for free distribution to troops.  is series
consisted of single pages printed on newsprint 6 x 9.5 inches by a 
variety of authors. No. 113 was the first in Set no. 15, and is from
My Early Life. e survival rate of this throw away reading material
was extremely poor. Woods A109, Cohen A210.  Fine clean copy 
$35.00

206 1945 Election leaflet

Whitby & Sons, Yeovil, 1945. Single page leaflet porinted in blue 
on 2 sides, one of which is in the format of a letter from Churchill 
asking voters to support Lt,-Col. Kingsmill.  Clean, has been 
folded. $20.00

207 Statements relating to the Atomic Bomb

HMSO, London, 1945. . 24 page pamphlet includes 3 page 
statement by Churchill and a brief one by Attlee. Cohen F66. Front
cover heavily foxed., contents clean. $15.00

208 Message from the Prime Minister

Bemrose & Sons, Derby, 1945. Single sheet flyer for the 1945 
general election with WSC supporting the Tory candidates in 
Derby. 7 x 5 ins.  Clean a vertical fold. $30.00

209 e Day Will Come

London, Conservative Party, 1946. is pamphlet publishes 
Churchill’s political speech at Edinburgh on 29th April, 1946. 
Printed dark blue on newsprint, size 5.5 x 8.5 inches, 16 pages. 
Fine fresh copy. $100.00

210 e Day Will Come

London, Conservative Party, 1946. is pamphlet publishes 
Churchill’s political speech at Edinburgh on 29th April, 1946. 
Printed dark blue on newsprint, size 5.5 x 8.5 inches, 16 pages. 
Woods A111, Cohen A231.  Clean paper, slight wrinkle along top
edge. $80.00
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211 Speech at the mass meeting at the Winter
Gardens 5 Oct 1946

London, Conservative Party, 1946. Churchill’s party speech at the
mass meeting at the Winter Gardens, Blackpool on 5th October, 
1946. 20 pages, 5.5 x 8.5 inches. Woods A115, Cohen A228.  
Clean crisp copy, some rust on staples. $160.00

212 Speech at the mass meeting at the Winter
Gardens 5 Oct 1946

London, Conservative Party, 1946. Churchill’s party speech at the
mass meeting at the Winter Gardens, Blackpool on 5th October, 
1946. 20 pages, 5.5 x 8.5 inches. Woods A115, Cohen A228.  is
copy unworn, some slight tanning on covers. $140.00

213 An Address by Sir Winston Churchill at
Westminster College.

Beurmann-Marshall Corp, Lansing MI, 1965. is handsome 
pamphlet of 12 pages plus cream card covers was privately printed 
by a direct mail company and sent out as a promotion. is is, of 
course, the famous Iron Curtain speech. Not mentioned in Woods
or Cohen.  Fine pristine example of this scarce pamphlet of this 
major speech. $150.00

214 Churchill in Zürich

Zürich, Swiss Churchill Society, 1971. Publishes Churchill’s speech
in Zurich of 19 Sept. 1946 in both English and German, and  a 
pocket at the rear has a 45 rpm record of the speech. Other text in
German. Scarce or maybe even rare. I have had two of these in 28 
years. is copy acquired in Zurich in 2002. Cohen A281  $140.00

215 A United Europe: One Way to Stop a new
War

London, United Europe Movement, 1947. is pamphlet 
publishes the text of Churchill’s article ‘e Highroad of the 
Future” which appeared in Collier’s magazine of 4 Jan 47. 8 pages,
size about 5 x 7 inches. Woods A117, Cohen A231. Truly scarce, I
have only seen 2 copies in 28 years. Crisp copy, white paper, rusty 
staples. $200.00

216 James Maxton 1885-1946: An Appreciation
with a number of Tributes

London, Labour Party, 1947. An Appreciation with a number of 
Tributes, 32 pages in card covers. Churchill has kind words for this
Labour MP. Woods B40, Cohen B104. Some spotting along top 
edge of front cover, contents clean. $75.00

217 James Maxton 1885-1946: An Appreciation
with a number of Tributes

London, Labour Party, 1947.  32 pages in card covers. Churchill 
has kind words for this Labour MP. Woods B40, Cohen B104. 
Covers tanned, College library labels on inside cover. $25.00

218 e People’s Peril-and the Way Out

London, Conservative Party, 1947. Churchill’s speech in the House
of Commons on March 12th, 1947, attacking the economic mess 
of the Socialists. 5.5 x 8.5 inches, 16 pages, printed in blue. Woods
A118, Cohen A232.  Clean, unworn, faint vertical crease. $100.00

219 e People’s Peril-and the Way Out

London, Conservative Party, 1947. Churchill’s speech in the House
of Commons on March 12th, 1947, attacking the economic mess 
of the Socialists. 5.5 x 8.5 inches, 16 pages, printed in blue. Woods
A118, Cohen A232.  paper white, staples rusty, faint vertical crease.
$80.00

220 Trust the People

London, Conservative Party, 1947. is 16 page pamphlet 
publishes a speech by Churchill to the Unionist Association of 
Scotland in the city of Ayr on may 16th, 1947. Printed in dark blue
on cheap paper. 5.5 x 8.5 inches.  is copy clean and tight, but 
has 2 holes along left edge from filing box. $75.00
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221 Trust the People

London, Conservative Party, 1947. is 16 page pamphlet 
publishes a speech by Churchill to the Unionist Association of 
Scotland in the city of Ayr on May 16th, 1947. Printed in dark 
blue on cheap paper. 5.5 x 8.5 inches, 16 pp.  Woods A119, Cohen
A234.  A very crisp unmarked copy, slight rust on staples $90.00

222 Set the People Free

London, Conservative Party, 1948. A Broadcast talk 14th February,
1948. Critical of the economic problems created by the Socialists. 
5.5 x 8.5 inches, 8 pages plus grey on white card covers. Woods 
A120, Cohen A235.  Clean bright copy. $75.00

223 Set the People Free

London, Conservative Party, 1948. A Broadcast talk 14th February,
1948. Critical of the economic problems created by the Socialists. 
5.5 x 8.5 inches, 8 pages plus grey on white card covers. Woods 
A120, Cohen A235.  Staples rusty, some toning along outer edge of
front cover. $50.00

224 Set the People Free

London, Conservative Party, 1948. A Broadcast talk 14th February,
1948. Critical of the economic problems created by the Socialists. 
5.5 x 8.5 inches, 8 pages plus grey on white card covers. Woods 
A120, Cohen A235.  Covers have some grubby marks, contents 
clean, a split starting at bottom of fold. $40.00

225 is Country Needs a New Parliament

Conservative Central Office, London, (1948). Pamphlet, 12 pages
plus paper covers, publishes Churchill’s speech of 21st April, 1948 
to the conference of the Central Women’s Advisory Committee. 
Woods A121, Cohen A236.  Clean, crisp, some rust on staples. A 
scarce title.  $150.00

226 is Country Needs a New Parliament

Conservative Central Office, London, (1948). Pamphlet, 12 pages
plus paper covers, publishes Churchill’s speech of 21st April, 1948 
to the conference of the Central Women’s Advisory Committee. 
Woods A121, Cohen A236.  Some faint foxing on front cover, 
staples causing lots of rust.
 $150.00

227 e Right Road for Britain

London, Conservative Party, 1949. Churchill’s party political 
speech at a mass rally for Conservatives from the Midlands in 
Wolverhampton 23rd July, 1949. Do not confuse with the more 
common section B pamphlet of the same name. 5.5 x 8.5 inches, 
20 pages in whiter paper covers, round photo on front cover. 
Woods A128, Cohen A245.  Front cover badly soiled, some on rear
cover. $25.00

228 e Right Road for Britain

London, Conservative Party, 1949. Churchill’s party political 
speech at a mass rally for Conservatives from the Midlands in 
Wolverhampton 23rd July, 1949. Do not confuse with the more 
common section B pamphlet of the same name. 5.5 x 8.5 inches, 
20 pages in whiter paper covers, round photo on front cover. Clean
crisp pamphlet, staples rusty $80.00

229 Press release of Churchill's speech of 14th
Oct. 1949 at Earl's Court.

Conservative Central Office, 1949.. An 18 page typescript, 
mechanically duplicated, headed paper on first page only. is 
speech never published individually so no mention in Woods or 
Cohen.  Well foxed on first page, rusty staple and paperclip.  
$50.00

230 e Days Ahead

London, Conservative Party, 1949. Publishes the text of Churchill’s
speech to a vast crowd at Ibrox Park Stadium, Glasgow on 20th 
May, 1949. is was a political speech, highly critical of the 
Socialists. 5.5 x 8.5 inches, 20 pages plus white paper wraps, photo
of the crowd on front cover. Woods A127, Cohen A244.  Pamphlet
is clean, tight, punched two holes for filing. $60.00
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231 e Days Ahead

London, Conservative Party, 1949. Publishes the text of Churchill’s
speech to a vast crowd at Ibrox Park Stadium, Glasgow on 20th 
May, 1949. is was a political speech, highly critical f the 
Socialists. 5.5 x 8.5 inches, 20 pages plus white paper wraps, photo
of the crowd on front cover. Clean bright copy, slight rust around 
staples. Includes a compliments slip from the Scottish Unionist 
Association. $120.00

232 e Right Road for Britain

Conservative Central Office, 1949. e Conservative Party’s 
Statement of Policy, with a foreword by Winston Churchill. A 68 
page pamphlet, 5.5 x 8.5 inches in pale blue card covers red titles 
over white emblem. Churchill was leader of the opposition and 
tired after 5 years of Socialist government. Woods B46, Cohen 
B111.  Clean, unworn, no markings.  $30.00

233 An Open Letter of a Chicago Waiter to
Winston Churchill

Chicago, private, 1950. A 16 page pamphlet in dark red card covers
in which the author attacks Churchill for some of his comments 
about Poland in the war memoirs. Usually 20 pages, this copy is 
reset and is only 16 pages. Fine crisp copy $35.00

234 Broadcast speech 17th february, 1950

. is appears to be a press release copy of Churchill’s party 
political broadcast of 17th February, 1950. e speech, Moment of
Decision, can also be found in In e Balance. In typewriter font,
made by a duplicator.  10 pages 9 x 14 inches, printed single sided.
Also includes another document outlining the allocation of time 
slots between, Tories, labour, Liberals, etc. $50.00

235 Mr. Churchill's Message to You

London, Conservative Party, 1950. A 4 page leaflet from the 1950
General Election. e cover is a large photo of Churchill. the two 
inside pages attack the record of the Socialist Government. e rear
cover lists 7 points that need to be done. Woods A129a, Ciohen 
A247.1.  is copy is soiled and torn, stains on lower edge.  $15.00

236 Mr. Churchill's Message to You

London, Conservative Party, 1950. A 4 page leaflet from the 1950
General Election. e cover is a large photo of Churchill. the two 
inside pages attack the record of the Socialist Government. e rear
cover lists 7 points that need to be done. Woods A129a, Cohen 
A247.1, identifies this 4 page version as the first printing. e other
version also in this catalogue. Fine clean copy. $80.00

237 Mr. Churchill's Message to You (1950
General Election)

London, Conservative Party, 1950. Single sheet 7.5 x 10 ins, same 
text and Vivieen photo as the 4 page version of this 1950 election 
leaflet. Woods A129b, Cohen A247.2.  Fine clean copy, never 
folded. $100.00

238 Mr. Churchill's Message to You

London, Conservative Party, 1950. Here is the single sheet variant
of this election leaflet. 7.5 x 10 ins, blank on rear, includes well 
known Vivienne photo. Woods A129a, Cohen A247.2. Clean, 
never folded copy, with just a small wrinkle.  $100.00

239 An Address delivered in the House of
Commons November 30, 1950

e Overbrook Press, Stamford, 1951. Letter size leaflet of a single
sheet making 4 pages on handmade paper. A limited edition of 
1000 copies  produced for members of the US Congress. Woods 
A129/2, Cohen A252.  Fine fresh leaflet. $100.00

240 e Right Road for Britain

Conservative Central Office, 1949. e Conservative Party’s 
Statement of Policy, with a foreword by Winston Churchill. A 68 
page pamphlet, 5.5 x 8.5 inches in pale blue card covers red titles 
over white emblem. Churchill was leader of the opposition and 
tired after 5 years of Socialist government. Woods B46, Cohen 
B111.  VG clean copy, some abrasion along fold, no markings. 
$20.00
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241 Election Address 1950

Woodford Conservative Assn., 1950. is 4 page leaflet prints 
Churchill’s address to the electors in his local constituency of 
Woodford, and seems to be similar to the e Right Road for 
Britain speech. Woods A129/1, Cohen A249.  is copy has visible
folds and some wear. $200.00

242 Taler i Danmark

Copenhagen, Langkjaers Bogtrykkeri, 1950. is softcover book 
publishes the 3 speeches Churchill made during his visit to 
Denmark in 1950. e speeches were made in English, but are 
translated into Danish in this book. For detailed discussion see 
Langworth p. 298. Cohen A248. 36 pages plus photos and card 
covers with dustwrapper.  Although not mentioned by Cohen, 
there are 3 distinct issues. is is the the one published by 
Langkjaers. Included is a signed compliments slip from the 
Langkjaers.  $60.00

243 Taler i Danmark

Copenhagen, Steen Hasselbalchs, 1950. is softcover book 
publishes the 3 speeches Churchill made during his visit to 
Denmark in 1950. e speeches were made in English, but are 
translated into Danish in this book. For detailed discussion see 
Langworth p. 298. Cohen A248. 36 pages plus photos and card 
covers with dustwrapper.  Although not noted by Cohen, there are
3 distinct issues.  is is the  numbered edition from Hasselbalchs,
being no. 242. $50.00

244 Britain Strong and Free

Conservative Central Office, 1951. A statement of Conservative &
Unionist Policy. A 36 page political pamphlet produced for the 
1951 General Election. Bound in blue wraps, intro by Churchill 
with facsimile signature.  Woods B49, Cohen B126.  Near fine, 
crisp, clean, no markings. $30.00

245 Britain Strong and Free

Conservative Central Office, 1951. A statement of Conservative &
Unionist Policy. A 36 page political pamphlet produced for the 
1951 General Election. Bound in blue wraps, intro by Churchill 
with facsimile signature.  Woods B49, Cohen B126.  Fine crisp 
copy, no markings. $35.00

246 Københavens Universitets Promotionsfest

Copenhagen, Universitets  Rector, 1951. is is the official report
of Churchill’s visit to Denmark in April 1950 where he received an
honorary degree and a tumultuous welcome from the residents.. 
Much is in Danish, but the text of Churchill’s speech is in English.
7 x 10 ins, grey card covers, 30 pp, photos. An important book, but
scarce.         Woods Db83/1, Cohen A251 Clean tight copy, some
minor chips in edges of covers. $50.00

247 e Manifesto of the Conservative and
Unionist Party

Conservative Central Office, London, 1951.. Issued for the General
Election 1951. is 8 page party political pamphlet has Churchill's
signature at its conclusion. In blue paper wraps with white titles. 
Woods A132, Cohen A259.  Fine fresh pamphlet in bright blue 
cover making it Cohen A259.1.b.  $80.00

248 e Manifesto of the Conservative and
Unionist Party

Conservative Central Office, London, 1951.. Issued for the General
Election 1951. is 8 page party political pamphlet has Churchill's
signature at its conclusion. In blue paper wraps with white titles. 
Woods A132, Cohen A259.  VG with a small number on cover. 
is is the blue green version, Cohen A259.1.a, $75.00

249 e Manifesto of the Conservative and
Unionist Party

Conservative Central Office, London, 1951.. Issued for the General
Election 1951. is 8 page party political pamphlet has Churchill's
signature at its conclusion. In blue paper wraps with white titles. 
Woods A132, Cohen A259.1.a.  is copy from the reference 
library of the Daily Express, stamps on covers, a small piece gone 
from top edge of front cover. see photo.  $25.00

250 e State of the Nation

London, Conservative Party, 1952. is pamphlet publishes the 
text of Churchill’s broadcast address to the nation after becoming 
PM again. 8 pages plus paper covers, deep blue front cover, size 5.5
x 8.5 inches. Woods A133, Cohen A260.  Clean attractive 
pamphlet, good strong colour. $125.00
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251 e State of the Nation

London, Conservative Party, 1952. is pamphlet publishes the 
text of Churchill’s broadcast address to the nation after becoming 
PM again. 8 pages plus paper covers, deep blue front cover, size 5.5
x 8.5 inches. Woods A133, Cohen A260.  Front cover frayed with s
chips gone along top and right edges. Staples very rusty, paper 
tanned.  $50.00

252 e State of the Nation

London, Conservative Party, 1952. is pamphlet publishes the 
text of Churchill’s broadcast address to the nation after becoming 
PM again. 8 pages plus paper covers, deep blue front cover, size 5.5
x 8.5 inches. Woods A133, Cohen A260.  Good blue colour, 
staples rusty, feels wrinkled. $80.00

253 Mr. Churchill's Speech to the Congress of
the United States of America

London, HMSO, 1952. is publishes Churchill’s speech of 
January 17, 1952.  It is 8 pages, 6 x 9.5 inches, on newsprint.  
Woods A134, Cohen A261 Some faint browning on cover. 
$125.00

254 Mr. Churchill's Speech to the Congress of
the United States of America January 17th

London, HMSO, 1952. is publishes Churchill’s speech of 
January 17, 1952. It is 8 pages, 6 x 9.5 inches, on newsprint. 
Woods A134, Cohen A261 Staples clean, top edges creased and s 
wrinkled. $75.00

255 King George VI, e Prime Minister’s
Broadcast Feb 7, 1952

London, e Times, 1952. Churchill’s tribute upon the death of 
the King, broadcast to the world February 7th, 1952. 5.5 x 8.5 
inches, 4 pages. Woods A136, Cohen A262.  is copy has a 
wrinkled and tanned  outer edge. $10.00

256 King George VI, e Prime Minister’s
Broadcast Feb 7, 1952

London, e Times, 1952. Churchill’s tribute upon the death of 
the King, broadcast to the world February 7th, 1952. 5.5 x 8.5 
inches, 4 pages. Woods A136, Cohen A262.  Paper white, some 
faint spots. $30.00

257 King George VI, e Prime Minister’s
Broadcast Feb 7, 1952

London, e Times, 1952. Churchill’s tribute upon the death of 
the King, broadcast to the world February 7th, 1952. 5.5 x 8.5 
inches, 4 pages. Wioods A136, Cohen A262.  Unworn, but paper 
tanned overall. $20.00

258 King George VI, e Prime Minister’s
Broadcast Feb 7, 1952

Achille J. St. Onge, Worcester MA, 1952. Miniature bound in dark
purple leather by Sangorski and Sutcliffe, in an edition of 750. Size
1.5 x 2.25 ins., includes two tiny photos, 32 pages.  Woods A135b,
Cohen A262.2.b.  Fine clean book. $400.00

259 Britains Future in the Gold Coast

Glasgow, 1954. A political pamphlet ( socialist) by Kobina Nortey
using the name and picture of Churchill to give credence to his 
views. 16 pp 4.5 x 7 inches.  Tight unworn copy, old price in 
corner of cover. $15.00

260 British Political Speeches and Debates, from
Cromwell to Churchill

Max Niemeyer, Tubingen Germany, 1954. Softcover of 64 pages in
grey card covers, 5 x 7 ins. Includes two speeches by Churchill- 13
May 40 and 7 Feb 52. Woods Db96/1, Cohen D157.  Clean, tight,
unmarked, unworn.  $20.00
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261 I Support...

London, Conservative Central Office, 1956. A single page flyer 
publishing a letter in which Churchill supports Eden's position on
Suez. Woods A139, Cohen A268. Paper heavily browned and worn
along top edge. $40.00

262 Election Address (General Election 1959)

Woodford Conservative Assn., 1959. is 4 page leaflet prints 
Churchill’s address to the electors in his local constituency of 
Woodford, urging them to re-elect him and support the Macmillan
Government. 7 x 9 inches, Churchill portrait on front.  Woods 
A140, Cohen A270.  Has a vertical fold, lower corner creased. 
$120.00

263 e Iron Curtain Fifteen years After

Fulton MO, Westminster College, 1960. by e Viscount 
Hailsham, with a reprint of THE SINEWS OF PEACE. is 
pamphlet published for the 1960 Green Foundation Lectures at 
Westminster College, of which Churchill's speech was the 1946 
lecture. 48 pp in pale blue card covers. Clean crisp unmarked 
pamphlet. $25.00

264 Letter to Anthony Wedgwood benn

Bristol, H.E. Rogers, 1961. is single side letter was published to 
show Churchill’s support for Tony Benn’s attempt to renounce his
peerage. Clean undamaged copy. $20.00

265 e Immortal Words of Winston Churchill

Philadelphia, Curtis Publishing, 1965. More a photo biography 
than a speeches book. e left pages are all excerpts from speeches,
the right pages all photos. Interesting, uncommon. 64 pages, 7 x 10
inches, paper covers.  Clean attractive booklet, no markings or tears.
$10.00

266 Sir Winston S. Churchill Honorary Citizen
of the United States of America

Worcester MA, Ochille St. Onge, 1963. A miniature book in full 
red leather gilt stamped on cover. About 1.5 x 2.5 inches. 32 pages,
includes JFK’s speech at presentation and Churchill’s response, 
which was read out by his son Randolph. Woods Db117/2C, 
Cohen B177.  Fine bright little book, no wear or markings. $45.00

267 e Churchill Appeal

.University of Bristol, 1946.  A typical university fund raiser, 24
pp, in brown paper covers titled in gold.  Includes a facsimile 
letter from Churchill, Chancellor of the University, dated 3 Aug
62 commending the appeal. This is certainly the first publication
of this letter, so this should certainly be a B item. Not mentioned
in Woods, C ohen B102 Clean, some wrinkles on overhaging 
edges. $75.00

268 Some Speeches by Sir Winston Churchill

Bern, A. Francke, 1963. is book contains 8 speeches by 
Churchill from 1935-1945. is is no. 83 from a collection of 
English texts, and is intended for those learning English. At the end
of the book are 4 pages of notes explaining unusual terms. 48 pages,
5 x 8 inches, in orange card covers. Not in Woods, Cohen A274/2,
the only copy I have seen.  $100.00

269 e Sinews of Peace

New York, Halcyon Commonwealth Foundation, 1965. 
Churchill's famous Iron Curtain speech, published separately for 
the second time in 1965 with a preface by Harry Truman. is is 
perhaps Churchill’s most important speech. It must be the only 
time that the President of the USA traveled halfway across the 
country specifically to introduce a foreign speaker. Halcyon 
Booklets V. 24 pp plus card wraps, which are printed red on white.
Not noted by Woods. Cohen A225.2 Clean tight copy, some faint 
toning on covers. $75.00

270 e Sinews of Peace

New York, Halcyon Commonwealth Foundation, 1965. 
Churchill's famous Iron Curtain speech, published separately for 
the second time in 1965 with a preface by Harry Truman. is is 
perhaps Churchill’s most important speech. It must be the only 
time that the President of the USA traveled halfway across the 
country specifically to introduce a foreign speaker. Halcyon 
Booklets V. 24 pp plus card wraps, which are printed red on white.
Not noted by Woods. Cohen A225.2 ere is some toning on the 
covers and a wrinkly feel as if it got wet at some point. $30.00
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Presentation cases for speech pamphlets
I have a small stock remaining of custome made boxes in dark green cloth with gilt stamped leatrher spines with two 
raised bands  (or hubs for you Easton Pess fans) The interiors are lined with green velvet. Seriously sumptuous for 
special speeches. 

271. Generic, spine reads CHURCHILL - SPEECH, size 5.75 x 8.75 ins, ideal for most post war speeches and Berne 
Legation, won’t fit BLI speeches   $75.00

272.  THE STATE OF THE NATION       $90.00

273. WHAT KIND OF A PEOPLE $90.00

274. THE SINEWS OF PEACE (OK for Halcyon and TCC)         $90.00

275. KING GEORGE VI (COHEN A262)            $90.00
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